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“Zoo zal men in gewone gevallen aan kippenloop, 

paardenstal, duivenslag, zwanendrift enz. de voorkeur 

geven boven kippeloop, paardestal, al liep er ook geene 

enkele kip in den loop, en al ware de stal maar voor één 

paard ingericht. Doch wie dit laatste in een bijzonder geval 

volstrekt wil doen uitkomen, schrijve alsdan paardestal.”  

L.A. te Winkel (1873:172) 
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Abstract 

The issue of inflectional morphology feeding word formation has occupied the minds of many 

linguists for decades. A particular example of this phenomenon is regular plural inflection 

inside Dutch complex words. With respect to this phenomenon, the theories of inherent versus 

contextual inflection, linking morphemes, stem allomorphy and sets-of-subsets are discussed, 

where the first and last theory are semantic in nature, and the second and third are largely 

morpho-phonological. However, these theories cannot satisfactorily explain some of the 

issues regarding why and how regular plural inflection may appear inside Dutch complex 

words. 

An alternative account, the collective-versus-generic-interpretation theory, is 

proposed to account for regular plural inflection inside Dutch complex words. The central 

idea in this semantic theory is that when non-head nouns seem to be regularly inflected with 

an -en plural suffix, these are in fact noun plurals with either a generic or a collective reading. 

In the case of a generic reading (determined by the head), the [+plural] NUMBER 

information of the non-head is suppressed, but still very much a plural (hence the 

orthographic appearance of a plural). In the case of a collective reading, the -en noun plural 

does trigger [+plural] NUMBER semantics, and it can be unequivocally established that 

inflection indeed may feed derivation. However, this theory only accounts for -en plurals 

inside Dutch complex words, as -s plurals almost never appear inside Dutch complex words 

(the exception being certain pluralised diminutives). When an -s morpheme appears inside 

compounds and derived words, it is there generally to function as a linker for phonological 

purposes, or to denote a genitive.  

In order to test the predictions made by the theory, an offline experiment was 

conducted where bare nouns and non-head nouns inside complex words were suffixed with an 

incorrect regular plural morpheme. The assumption here is that if plural NUMBER semantics 

are already suppressed inside complex words with a generic non-head, then the incorrect 

suffixation of a wrong plural morpheme is less salient. On the other hand, if bare nouns are 

incorrectly suffixed with a wrong plural morpheme this will be more salient as the [+plural] 

NUMBER status of the noun plural is switched to a [-plural] NUMBER status. The results of 

this experiment show that although both suffixations are considered ungrammatical by native 

speakers of Dutch, the incorrect suffixations in the former scenario are considered less 

ungrammatical than in the latter. Hence, the predictions of the collective-versus-generic-

interpretation theory are borne out. 
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Introduction 

The linguistic phenomenon under study in this thesis is the occurrence of inflectional 

morphology inside Dutch complex words, where the focus is on the appearance of regular 

noun plurals inside compounds and derived words. In English, noun plurals are rarely 

encountered within complex words, though it does occur sometimes (e.g. parks 

commissioner, buildings inspector). In Dutch however, regular plural markers seem to appear 

quite frequently inside complex words (e.g. dakenzee ‘sea of roofs’, huizenblok ‘row of 

houses’). Why and how this is possible are the main research questions in this study. 

Chapter 1 presents a critical overview on the Dutch plural system, where it will be 

clear that the productivity of the Dutch regular plural suffixes are not easily captured in robust 

rules. Chapter 2 starts out with reviewing Cunnings & Clahsen’s (2007, 2008) works of 

experimental research on morphological constraints inside English complex words, and 

demonstrates how these constraints cannot be adopted ad hoc to account for Dutch data. It 

continues with a critical discussion of central theories on regular plural markers inside Dutch 

complex words, and shows that these may not always answer the research questions 

mentioned above. Chapter 3 presents an alternative theory capable of explaining regular plural 

inflection inside Dutch complex words. The hypothesis of this theory –and the predictions it 

makes– are tested in an offline experiment, of which the details and results are discussed in 

chapter 4. Finally, in chapter 5 a conclusion is drawn and the implications of the findings of 

this thesis –along with recommendations for future research– are presented. 
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Chapter 1: The Dutch Plural System 

Unlike English, the Dutch language does not dispose of one regular plural suffix. Rather it has 

two, namely -s and -en, which are roughly in complementary distribution. The -en plural is 

the more frequent of the two.1 However, this does not mean that the -en plural is the default 

plural for Dutch. It is the maximal productivity (and not the frequency) of a plural suffix that 

determines whether it can be considered as a default plural or not.  

A certain test for maximal productivity is pluralising Non-Canonical Roots (NCRs), 

i.e. onomatopoeia, quotations, surnames, borrowings, truncations and acronyms (Marcus et al. 

1995), and check which of the competing plural suffixes results in a grammatical word upon 

suffixation with these NCRs. In German, Clahsen (1992) and Marcus et al. (1995) concluded 

that the -s suffix acts as a default plural suffix, despite its infrequent occurrence. The reason 

for this is that the -s suffix proved to be more productive than the other regular plural suffixes 

in the sense that it has the least restrictions on its application. However, the determination of a 

default plural suffix for Dutch proves to be more complicated. It turns out native speakers of 

Dutch do not have a preference for one particular regular plural suffix upon pluralising NCRs 

or nonce words, but rely on several (morpho-)phonological cues.  

How these regular plural suffixes are selected upon pluralisation has been a topic 

fervently debated for the last twenty years or so, and linguists still have not agreed on the 

outcome of it. The underlying dilemma of this debate is whether the human language faculty 

is propelled by a single-route processing mechanism in which acquirers of a language depend 

solely on analogies retrieved from their mental lexicon (see connectionism: Rumelhart & 

McClelland 1986; Bybee 1988; Plunkett & Juola 1999 inter alia); or whether these acquirers 

are fuelled by a dual-route processing mechanism in which they first derive new entities by 

rule, and only upon failing, resort to analogies in their mental lexicon (see words-and-rules 

theory: Pinker 1991, 1997, 1999; Pinker & Prince 1991; Marcus et al. 1995; Clahsen 1999 

inter alia). This debate is also known as the single-versus-dual route debate. Having 

mentioned this debate, this thesis does not go into detail how regular plural morphemes are 

selected, rather how and why they are allowed to appear inside Dutch complex words. In 

other words, the discussion of the single-versus-dual route debate is orthogonal to the debate 

of regular plural inflection inside Dutch complex words. 

                                                
1 According to the 9 million word Spoken Dutch Corpus CGN -en plurals appear approximately three times more 

often than -s plurals in Dutch. 
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Besides regular plurals, Dutch also possesses three types of irregular plurals, viz. the 

historically determined -eren plural as in kind-kinderen (‘child-children’), the Latinate plural 

as in musicus-musici (‘musician-musicians’) and the stem vowel alternating plural (henceforth 

ablaut plural) as in schip-schepen (‘ship-ships’). There are only a dozen or so of these plurals 

in the Dutch lexicon and all are unproductive.2 Therefore this review restricts itself towards 

the linguistically more interesting productive regular plural inflection in Dutch. 

The extensive literature on Dutch plural formation shows that phonological factors 

such as rhythm and sonority may account for the greater part of regular plural use (van der 

Hulst & Kooij 1998; Booij 1998; van Wijk 2007 inter alia). However, this research also 

reveals there are a lot of exceptions that cannot be accounted for by any systematic rules or 

analogies. In very broad strokes, the rule of thumb for noun pluralisation is that: 
 

(1) Nouns ending in a stressed syllable take -en as plural morpheme, while nouns ending 

in unstressed syllables take -s.  
 

According to van der Hulst & Kooij (1998:188), this normative rule can be described 

more precisely by taking into consideration foot structure rather than stress patterns, as 

summarised in (2). 
 

(2) a. Plurals take -s if the base ends in a trochaic foot; if not, plurals take -(e)n; 

b. Monosyllabic [-native] words take the -s plural. 
 
Moreover they claim that “Dutch seems to prefer plurals that preserve a trochee at the end of 

the word” (p.192). This is reflected in (2a) because the addition of -s to a base that already 

ends in a trochaic foot, does not alter its foot structure at the end of the word. Whereas nouns 

that do not have a base ending in a trochaic foot, will receive this desired foot structure at the 

end of the word by the addition of an unstressed syllable -en upon pluralisation. In light of 

(2), this implies that the -s plural could be seen as the default regular plural (later discussions 

point out this is not necessarily so). At the same time, prosodic preferences are sometimes 

overridden by features of the lexicon and the morphology. The existence of [+native] Dutch 

plurals like koks (‘cooks’), haringen (‘herrings’), lichamen (‘bodies’) etc. proves to be the 

                                                
2 The -eren plural is actually composed of the no longer productive -er plural morpheme and the still frequently 

adopted -en plural morpheme (Booij 2002a:23). The ablaut plural used to be productive in Old and Middle 

Dutch, but is no longer productive. The Latinate plural was never productive in Dutch, since it requires spoken 

knowledge of a language that has long been dead. 
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exception to rule (2a). In addition, the co-existence of [-native] plurals professors (id.) and 

professoren, neutrons (id.) and neutronen etc., or the unique plural asteroïden (‘asteroids’), 

weakens rule (2b). 

Besides non-native stems that are pluralised with -s, non-native suffixes ending in 

schwa are also pluralised with -s in Dutch, e.g. -aire in documentaires (‘documentaries’), -ette 

in wasserettes (‘launderettes’), -age in massages (id.) etc. Note that the last syllable of these 

suffixes are all unstressed, and according to (1) take -s upon pluralisation. However, when 

Dutch bare nouns end in an unstressed syllable containing a schwa at the end, adding an -n is 

also a suitable candidate for pluralisation. For example, when kade (‘quay’) is pluralised, both 

kades and kaden are grammatical (thereby contesting the notion of a default plural). Yet, 

according to (2a) a word like kade can only take -s as plural and not -(e)n. It seems an 

exception rule should be added to (2) that postulates that both -s and -(e)n are possible plural 

suffixes upon pluralising bare nouns –and not suffixes of nouns– ending in an unstressed 

syllable with schwa at the end.  

However, an exception rule like this would still not be able to account for all Dutch 

plurals, as the pluralisation of blinde (‘blind person’) demonstrates. This noun ends in a 

trochaic foot, but only allows an -n plural suffix (blinden) and not an -s plural suffix 

(*blindes) upon pluralisation. Perhaps the semantic factor that blinde refers to a human being 

(i.e. has a [+human] feature), whereas kade does not (i.e. has a [-human] feature) might prove 

to be the exception to the exception rule. However, the existence of both boden and bodes as a 

plural for bode (‘messenger’) falsifies this hypothesis. A possible lexical-syntactic 

explanation why blinde has only one plural form available but bode has two, might be that the 

former can also be used attributively as an adjective, whereas the later may not.  For example, 

in Dutch one can say een blinde persoon (‘a blind person’), but not *een bode persoon (‘*a 

messenger person’). Consequently, in ellipted cases like een blinde persoon the adjective 

converts into a so-called ‘adjectival noun’.3 It might be that in the pluralisation of adjectival 

nouns that denote human beings, e.g. blinde (‘blind’), dode (‘dead’), blonde (id.), these nouns 

restrict their plural suffixes to -(e)n despite their trochaic pattern. Nonetheless, van der Hulst 

& Kooij’s (1998) theory is not capable of explaining this deviant behaviour. 

                                                
3 An alternative syntactic account is that the noun persoon may be covertly realised as ‘pro’ inside an NP with 

blinde as adjective, but may not with bode as adjective since this is already a noun taking up the noun position 

overtly inside the NP. 
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Booij (1998) also provides an account based on foot structure. However, this account 

is not rule-based, but set in an Optimality Theory (OT) framework. In this account 

specifically ranked constraints are adopted to describe the process of Dutch pluralisation. The 

disyllabic foot structure Dutch plurals seem to strive for is controlled by the ‘ParseSyll’ (3a), 

‘FootMin’ (3b) and ‘FootMax’ (3c) constraints below (Booij 1998: 144). 
 

(3) a. ParseSyll: syllables must be parsed into feet 

b. FootMin: feet are minimally disyllabic 

c. FootMax: feet are maximally disyllabic 
 

In this framework the FootMax Constraint is ranked higher than the ParseSyll Constraint in 

order to avoid trisyllabic feet formation. Furthermore, the ParseSyll Constraint is ranked 

higher than the FootMin Constraint because monosyllabic feet are preferred more than having 

an unparsed syllable. The OT tableaux in Tables 1 and 2 demonstrate how the constraints 

select the correct plural suffixes for docent (‘teacher’) and auteur (‘author’) respectively. 
 

Table 1. Plural suffix selection of docent (‘teacher’) by three OT constraints on foot structure 
docent+PL FootMax ParseSyll FootMin 

 (doː)σ(sɛnts)F  *! * 

 (doː)F(sɛnts)F   **! 
 (doː)σ(sɛnt-ən)F  *!  

 (doː)F(sɛnt-ən)F   * 
 

In Table 1 the first plural candidate violates two constraints: (i) the FootMin 

Constraint, because the second syllable is a monosyllabic foot and (ii) the higher ranked 

ParseSyll Constraint, because the first syllable is not parsed inside a foot. In the second 

candidate, the FootMin Constraint is violated for the first foot as well as for the second foot 

(both are monosyllabic). In the third candidate, the first syllable is not parsed inside a foot, 

thereby violating the ParseSyll Constraint. The fourth candidate violates the FootMin 

Constraint because the first foot is monosyllabic. However, the violation of this single 

constraint is the least severe of all violations amongst all candidates, because this constraint is 

ranked the lowest (being the most rightward in the tableau) among all violated constraints. 

Hence, the fourth candidate becomes the plural realisation of docent. 
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Table 2. Plural suffix selection of auteur (‘author’) by three OT constraints on foot structure 
auteur+PL FootMax ParseSyll FootMin 
 (ɑu-tɶːrs)F    

 (ɑu-tɶːr)F(-ən)σ  *!  
 (ɑu-tɶːr-ən)F *!   

 

In Table 2, the first candidate does not violate any of the constraints because it is 

disyllabic and parsed inside a foot. However, in order to assess whether this is the only 

optimal plural realisation of auteur, the other candidates are also considered. The second 

candidate violates the ParseSyll Constraint because the third syllable is not parsed inside a 

foot, and the third candidate violates the FootMax Constraint by adopting a trisyllabic foot. So 

it turns out the first candidate is indeed the only optimal candidate in pluralising auteur.  

Although the OT constraints in (3) are capable of explaining several pluralisations of 

Dutch nouns, they cannot single out the unique plural forms of nouns such as blinde (‘blind 

person’) or blonde (‘blond person’), as the OT tableaux in Tables 3 and 4 demonstrate below. 
 

Table 3. Ambiguity in plural selection of blinden ('blind persons') 
blinde+PL FootMax ParseSyll FootMin 
 (blIn-dən)F    
 (blIn-dəs)F    
 

Table 4. Ambiguity in plural selection of blonden (‘blond persons’) 
blonde+PL FootMax ParseSyll FootMin 
 (blɔn-dən)F    
 (blɔn-dəs)F    
 

Moreover, the pluralisation of disyllabic nouns ending in an unstressed syllable with a final /s/ 

proves to be problematic as well. According to Booij’s (1998) OT framework the plural of a 

non-native noun like casus (‘case’) should be realised as *casuss and not casussen, or the 

plural of the native noun bewijs (‘evidence’) should be realised as *bewijss and not bewijzen. 

However, Dutch phonotactics does not allow for an s plural morpheme to be suffixed onto a 

noun that already ends in /s/. It seems an additional constraint preventing consonantal 

geminates at the end of a word should be added to the framework. Booij (2002a:27) 

introduced such a constraint, the so-called ‘Morpheme Identity Constraint’, which has to be 

ranked higher than all of the constraints mentioned in (3). This constraint requires that each 

morpheme has its own independent phonetic expression. Thus, when a plural suffix -s is 
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added to a noun already ending in /s/, the distinction between singular and plural becomes 

lost, i.e. the /s/ phonemes lose their  independent phonetic expression, thereby violating the 

Morpheme Identity Constraint. 

Another difficulty with Booij’s framework involves the pluralisation of monosyllabic 

loanwords. According to the OT constraints in (3) loanwords like cap (id.) and tram (id.) 

should be pluralised as *cappen and *trammen, and not caps and trams, respectively. One 

could argue that a certain ‘Non-NativeS Constraint’ is needed to check whether a non-native 

stem has -s as proposed plural suffix (cf. 2(b)) before the other conditions on foot structure are 

checked. The introduction of this extra constraint should be ranked higher than the three 

constraints on foot structure and lower than the Morpheme Identity Constraint mentioned 

earlier. Table 5 below illustrates how the correct plural suffix of the loanword cap is selected 

among the possible candidates. 
 

Table 5. Plural suffix selection of the loanword cap (id.) 
cap+PL (id.) MorphemeId Non-NativeS FootMax ParseSyll FootMin 
 (cæps)F      

 (cæp)F(pən)σ  *!  * * 
 (cæp)σ(pən)F  *!  * * 

 (cæp)F(pən)F  *!   ** 

 (cæp-pən)F  *!    
 

The problem with this solution is that not all non-native stems are always recognised as being 

non-native. Moreover, certain non-native stems are heavily lexicalised, such that native 

speakers of Dutch adopt -en as a plural suffix for these loanwords, e.g. liften (‘lifts’), steppen 

(‘scooters’) and not *lifts, *steps (Van Dale 2009). 

More problems with Booij’s account arise when diminutives are pluralised. In Booij’s 

account the pluralisation of Dutch nouns already suffixed with the diminutive -(t)je are 

allowed to have both -s and -(e)n plural morphemes. However, Dutch restricts plural 

morpheme selection to -s in such circumstances. For example, koekjes (‘cookies’), and not 

*koekjen, is the only correct plural for koekje. Again, the addition of another constraint could 

perhaps remedy this problem. On the other hand, this adding of constraints could go on ad 

infinitum whenever a problem is encountered (cf. exception rules, or even exception rules to 

exception rules, in a rule-based account). Taking this and all other problematic data 

mentioned before into consideration, one may conclude Booij’s original OT framework (3) is 

not sufficient in accounting for all possible Dutch noun plurals. 
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Van Wijk (2007:35) proposes a somewhat more specific characterisation of Dutch regular 

plural formation, as summarised in (4) below. 
 

(4) a. nouns ending in a sibilant never take -s as plural; 

b. nouns ending in back vowels /a, o, u/ all take -s as plural; 

c. nouns that do not fall in either (4a) or (4b) have their pluralisation largely 

determined by stress and sonority. 
 

The ‘stress factor’ (also called ‘rhythmic factor’) mentioned in (4c) boils down to a preference 

for trochaic stress patterns in plural nouns (cf. (1) and (2a)). As for the ‘sonority factor’ in 

(4c), van Wijk calls upon Clements’ (1990:296) Sonority Hierarchy and the Sonority 

Sequencing Principle (SSP) to demonstrate that Dutch plurals strive for a falling sonority in 

its final clusters.4 The SSP predicts that as the sonority of the final sound increases, the 

likelihood of an -s plural will also increase. Though glides and diphthongs might prove the 

odd exception, as demonstrated by the fact that diphthong-final nouns take -en upon 

pluralisation regardless of their position on the sonority hierarchy, e.g. trui-truien (‘jumper-

jumpers’). 

Moreover, diphthong-final nouns may also prove to be problematic for the rhythmic 

factor, as can be seen in the pluralisation of aardbei (‘strawberry’). According to the rhythmic 

factor ′aard.bei should be pluralised as *aardbeis, because in this plural form the trochaic 

pattern would be maintained. However, aardbeien is the only acceptable plural form in Dutch. 

Van Wijk (2007:39-40) mentions that when diphthong-final nouns were to be pluralised with 

-s, the sonority factor would outweigh the rhythmic factor: “the sonority factor is stronger 

here than the rhythmic factor: diphthong-final nouns take -en regardless of their stress 

pattern.” However, this is a peculiar generalisation since the sonority factor would in fact 

predict -s plurals for diphthong-final nouns, i.e. the -en plural is not predicted for diphthong-

final nouns by the sonority factor. So how can one generalise that the sonority factor 

outweighs the rhythmic factor upon pluralising diphthong-final nouns if the pluralisation of 

diphthong-final nouns is not consistent with the prediction the sonority factor makes in the 

first place? This generalisation seems to be too hypothetical and is not supported by the 

evidence in Dutch plurals. 

                                                
4 The sonority hierarchy is a measure of speech sounds ranging from least sonorant to most sonorant according 

to the following scale: plosives < fricatives < nasals < liquids < glides < vowels. The Sonority Sequencing 

Principle requires onsets to rise in sonority toward the nucleus, and codas to fall in sonority from the nucleus. 
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So it seems the rhythmic factor that strives for trochaic patterns and the sonority factor 

that strives for falling sonority are battling over which regular plural suffix to adopt upon 

noun pluralisation. The discussion on the pluralisation of diphthong-final nouns above shows 

that this competition between factors is not without exceptions. The result of this competition 

is illustrated in Table 6 below, where the more or less evenly distributed pattern among -s and 

-en plural suffixes should be interpreted normatively. 
 

Table 6. Dutch regular pluralisation factorised (adopted from van Wijk 2007: 60) 
Rhythmic factor (final syllable) 

Sonority factor (final sound) Stressed Unstressed 

Obstruents (plosives, fricatives) -en -en 

Diphthongs (glides) -en -en/-s 

Sonorants (nasals, liquids) -en -s 

Front vowel -s -s 

lower 

sonority 

 

higher 

sonority Back vowel -s -s 
 

In sum, van Wijk’s (2007) account also shows that exceptions are involved in accounting for  

the Dutch plural system. As with the previously discussed phonological accounts, the 

exceptions to the rules prove that the Dutch plural system is very complex and cannot be 

easily defined by fixed rules or constraints, but has to rely on approximate or normative rules 

instead (or higher and lower ranked constraints in an OT framework).  

Besides rhythmic and sonority factors, morphological and semantic factors may also 

affect plural realisation in Dutch. For example, the presence of certain affixes in derived 

words may influence the selection of the plural suffix. For example, words ending in -ant as 

in fabrikant (‘manufacturer’) take -en upon pluralisation, whereas words ending in -aar as in 

moordenaar (‘murderer’) take an -s plural. However, some caution should be taken here 

because these affixes may not always trigger a particular plural suffix, as can be seen from the 

perfectly acceptable free alternation of ambtenaars and ambtenaren (‘civil servants’). There 

exist many lists of which affix triggers which plural suffix.5 However, the value of these lists 

is overrated since there are also many exceptions to each. Nonetheless, one particular affix 

that always triggers the same regular plural suffix is the earlier mentioned diminutive -(t)je, 

i.e. nouns ending in this suffix always pluralise with -s. Finally, lexical semantics may affect 

the selection of the plural suffix in certain nouns. For example, nouns denoting a person or 

                                                
5 The reader is referred to van Wijk (2007:43) for such a list. 
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profession, even those with an iambic stress pattern like ban′kier (‘banker’), usually select an 

-s suffix upon pluralisation (bankiers ‘bankers’). Again, as so many rules in this literature 

review, this rule is not without exception, e.g. sol′daat pluralises as soldaten (‘soldiers’) and 

not *soldaats as the rule would suggest. Overall, it seems the Dutch regular plural system is 

not easily captivated in a simple set of rules. 
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Chapter 2: Accounting for Plural Inflection inside Dutch Complex Words 

As mentioned in the introduction, inflectional morphology inside complex words, i.e. 

inflected non-heads, is rarely encountered in English. In Dutch, however, the opposite seems 

to be the case. Most noun plurals that take an -en morpheme as regular plural suffix also take 

this morpheme inside a compound. Thus, in Dutch one speaks of hondenliefhebber, whereas 

in English this would be ‘dog lover’ (not ‘*dogs lover’). The same is true for konijnenvoer 

(cf. ‘rabbit feed’ vs ‘*rabbits feed’), plantendeskundige (cf. ‘plant expert’ vs ‘*plants expert’) 

etc., and holds for derived words as well, e.g. heldendom (cf. ‘heroism’ vs ‘*heroesism’) and 

kattenloos (cf. ‘catless’ vs ‘*catsless’) etc. The questions that come to mind here are: (i) why 

does plural inflection inside complex words seem acceptable in Dutch, but not in English, and 

(ii) do the -en and -s morphemes inside complex words have the same status as in their bare 

counterparts, i.e. are these morphemes that are affixed onto non-heads really denoting plural 

inflection? In order to answer these questions a review on the experimental literature on this 

topic is presented and critically discussed in the sections to come. 

Recent research on morphological processing in English has focused inter alia on 

plural modifiers inside compounds (Haskell et al. 2003; Cunnings & Clahsen 2007) and on 

plural non-heads inside derived words (Cunnings & Clahsen 2008). The resulting theories 

attempt to explain offline and online evidence of English native speakers’ preference for 

singulars and irregular plurals over regular plurals inside complex words. The study of plurals 

inside English compounds goes back to Kiparsky (1982) and Gordon (1985), but one of the 

first studies that takes an empirical approach comes from Haskell et al. (2003). Based on the 

data elicited by so-called ‘Acceptability Judgement Tasks’ (AJTs), they propose a dual 

system of semantic and phonological constraints, i.e. the morphological processing of 

compounds is restricted by a ‘Semantic Constraint’ that prohibits modifiers with plural 

NUMBER semantics to appear inside compounds and a ‘Phonological Constraint’ against 

modifiers ending in /s/ phonemes. Subsequent studies produced modified theories of this dual 

constraint system. In Cunnings & Clahsen’s (2007) proposal, the Phonological Constraint is 

replaced by a ‘Morphological Constraint’ prohibiting regularly inflected plural modifiers 

inside compounds. Berent & Pinker (2007) confirmed the irrelevance of the Phonological 

Constraint by providing evidence that semantically and morphologically singular modifiers 

that resembled a regular plural phonologically (e.g. fox hunter) proved to be just as acceptable 

as modifiers without the /s/ phoneme (e.g. wolf hunter). 
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Cunnings & Clahsen’s (2008) follow-up study on morphological processing showed 

that these constraints more or less generalise towards plurals inside derived words. That is, the 

Morphological Constraint is adopted as a ‘Structure Constraint’. It prevents regularly 

inflected forms from feeding further word-formation processes. However, Cunnings & 

Clahsen (henceforth C&C) replace the Semantic Constraint with another, more general, 

structural constraint dubbed the ‘Category Constraint’.6 According to C&C these two 

constraints together operate in a serial, two-stage, model of the morphological processing of 

plurals inside derived words. That is, the Category Constraint disprefers any kind of inflection 

inside derived words, whereas the Structure Constraint disprefers regularly inflected forms 

specifically. It is argued the application of the Category Constraint precedes application of the 

Structure Constraint in the time-course of online processing of plurals inside derived words. 

For example, derived words containing a regular singular non-head like ‘rat’ in ‘ratless’ or an 

irregular singular non-head like ‘mouse’ in ‘mouseless’ do not violate any of the two 

mentioned constraints and thus are the easiest to parse, whereas derived words with regular 

plural non-heads like ‘rats’ in ‘ratsless’ violate both Category and Structure Constraint and 

subsequently are the most difficult to parse. They are more difficult than derived words 

containing irregular plural non-heads like ‘mice’ in ‘miceless’, since these only violate the 

Category Constraint but not the Structure Constraint (cf. an OT framework in which the 

Structure Constraint is ranked higher than the Category Constraint). The time-course of these 

violations measured in online processing revealed that violations of the Category Constraint 

were detected before those of the Structure Constraint. Hence, the processing of irregular 

plural non-heads inside derived words can be interpreted as evidence for serial processing of 

morphological constraints in English. The question remains whether the same morphological 

constraints apply to Dutch. 

The morphological constraints on inflections inside compounds and derived words 

postulated by C&C appear to explain English data, but not Dutch data. Dutch compounding 

and derivation processes frequently seem to violate one or more of these constraints but still 

produce fully grammatical forms. That is, most Dutch compounds contain a non-head 

suffixed with what looks like a plural suffix and are nonetheless considered to be perfectly 

acceptable. Examples of such compounds were already iterated at the beginning of this 

section for nouns that pluralise with -en, but this also seems true for diminutive nouns that 

                                                
6 Inspired by Grodzinsky & Friederici (2006), this constraint does not refer to semantic categories and is purely 

syntactic in nature. 
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pluralise with -s: vogeltjeszaad (‘bird seed’), bolletjestrui (‘spotted jersey’) etc. Not only 

heavily lexicalised compounds show these plural morphemes, but also newly created 

compounds appear with -en and -s morphemes in their non-heads, e.g. drakenliefhebber 

(‘dragon lover’), schelpenkast (‘shell case’), snoepjesmonster (‘candy monster’) 

leiderscentrum (‘leader centre’), haaienvanger (‘shark catcher’), olifantenvlees (‘elephant 

meat’) etc. Sometimes none of the plural morphemes appear inside noun-noun compounds, 

e.g. fietspomp (‘bike pump’), rundvlees (‘cow meat’) etc. Note that irregular plurals cannot 

function as non-heads of compounds, e.g. *kinderenvriend (lit. ‘*children friend’), 

*schepenwerf (lit. ‘*shipsyard’), *aquariaglas (lit. ‘*aquariums glass’), but have to either 

abbreviate and/or alter the plural morpheme, or adopt the singular form in order to create a 

grammatical compound, e.g. kindervriend, scheepswerf, aquariumglas respectively. In doing 

so, the morpheme loses its plurality. This could be one of the first clues that not plural 

morphemes, but merely some sort of ‘linking morphemes’ are adopted inside compounds. 

Whether this is also the case for regular plural morphemes inside compounds is one of the 

major themes this thesis deals with. 

Aside from compounds, Dutch also seems to allow regularly plural-inflected non-

heads inside derived words. For example, the very productive derivational suffix -loos (‘-

less’) allows for duivenloos (‘pigeonless’), pennenloos (‘penless’), poppenloos (‘puppetless’) 

etc. These are all grammatical instances of what looks like regular plurals feeding derivation. 

Again, irregular -eren plural non-heads, Latinate plural non-heads and ablaut plural non-heads 

are ungrammatical inside derived words. Examples of such ungrammatical derivations with 

the derivational suffix -loos are *kinderenloos (lit. ‘*childrenless’), *musiciloos (lit. 

‘*musiciansless’), *schepenloos (lit. ‘*shipsless’) respectively. Once more, an abbreviated 

and/or altered irregular plural morpheme, or singular form, seems to remedy the 

ungrammaticality, e.g. kinderloos, musicusloos, scheepsloos. Here the issue of linking 

morphemes is raised once again. 

Note, however, that irregular plurals inside English compounds and derived words 

(e.g. ?mice eater, ?teethwise) are considered significantly more acceptable by native speakers 

of English than their Dutch counterparts are by native speakers of Dutch. According to  the 

experimental data in Cunnings & Clahsen (2007, 2008), English complex words containing 

irregular plural non-heads are considered marginally acceptable among native speakers of 

English. This contrast, together with the perfectly acceptable occurrences of what appears to 

be regular plurals inside Dutch complex words, is an indication that Dutch employs different 

morphological constraints than English for plural inflection inside complex words. 
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2.1 Inherent versus Contextual Inflection 

Anderson (1982:587) postulated that “[i]nflectional morphology is what is relevant to the 

syntax,” thereby implying that derivation is not. This assumption led to the Split Morphology 

Hypothesis (Perlmutter 1988), which states that derivation and inflection are separated in the 

grammar in such a way that derivation occurs pre-syntactically (i.e. in the lexicon), whereas 

inflection is a post-syntactic process (i.e. occurs upon spell-out). As a result, this hypothesis 

predicts that inflection cannot feed word formation.7 However, as illustrated by the numerous 

examples in the previous section, this does not appear to apply to Dutch. How can it be that 

regular plural inflection is allowed inside Dutch complex words, but not in English complex 

words?  

An account that attempts to explain why inflection may feed word formation in Dutch 

comes from Booij (1994, 1996, 2002a), in which he follows Kurylowicz (1964) in 

distinguishing between inherent and contextual inflection. Booij (2002a:19-20) characterises 

this distinction as follows: 
 

“Inherent inflection is that kind of inflection that adds morphosyntactic properties 
with an independent semantic value to the stem of the word. Contextual 
inflection, on the other hand, is that kind of inflection that is required by syntactic 
context, but does not add information.” 

 
Thus, inherent inflection provides independent information (e.g. plurality, verb tense) not 

predictable on the basis of syntactic structure, whereas contextual inflection provides 

information that is predictable from syntax (e.g. subject-verb agreement) on top of 

independent information. To put it differently, inherent inflection changes the meaning of 

words and thus has a primarily autonomous semantic function, whereas contextual inflection 

has a primarily syntactic function. Since the function of the former kind of inflection is purely 

semantic, it could be viewed upon as a sort of morphological rule in the lexicon, and thus no 

post-syntactic morphological spell-out rules apply as in contextual inflection.8 

                                                
7 Cf. Kiparsky’s level-ordering analysis (1982) in which derivation occurs before regular inflection. 
8 In this respect inherent inflection is comparable to derivation: both are semantically independent and both are 

subject to lexicalisation. Treating inherent inflection as derivation would also explain why this type of inflection 

may occur in derived words. Since derivation  is recursively productive in Dutch (e.g. vriendschappelijkheid 

‘friendliness’), inherent inflection may act as a derived word feeding further derivation (e.g. heldendom 

‘heroism’). See Booij (1994:30-35) and Booij (1996:3-6) for a discussion on this topic. 
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Booij argues that contextual inflection may not feed word formation, whereas inherent 

inflection occasionally may. The reason why contextual inflection may not feed word 

formation is because it is co-indexed with other syntactic elements, i.e. has a referential 

function, and therefore is blocked from participating in word formation. Examples of 

contextual inflection are: agreement in number and person of finite verbal forms with the 

subject of the clause (5a), and agreement of the adjective in attributive position with the noun 

it modifies (5b), and consequently are blocked from feeding word formation. 
 

(5) a. Hiji zegti zoveel (‘He talks a lot’) 

Cf. zeggenschap (‘authority’) and not *zegtschap 

b. Het rodei boekjei (‘The red booklet’) 

Cf. roodhuid (‘redskin’) and not *rodehuid 
  
However, the existence of perfectly grammatical compounds like [[bruine bonen]NP [soep]N]N 

(lit. brown bean soup ‘kidney bean soup’), [[blote vrouwen]NP [blad]N]N (‘nude women 

magazine’), [[oude mannen]NP [huis]N]N (‘old men’s home’), [[hete lucht]NP [ballon]N]N (‘hot 

air balloon’) seem to counter the claim that contextual inflection cannot feed word formation 

in Dutch. Note that the adjectives in these compounds are not modifying the head noun of the 

compound, but modify the noun inside the NP that is modifying the head noun. So, 

apparently, when an adjective is co-indexed with a noun inside a noun phrase that acts as a 

non-head of a compound, contextual inflection is permitted inside a compound. Thus, these 

examples prove that contextual inflection cannot feed word formation directly, but may do so 

indirectly. 

 In contrast, inherent inflection could feed word formation when the following 

categories act as non-heads inside complex words: nouns (6a), comparative adjectives (6b), 

infinitives (6c) and participles (6d).9  
 

(6) a. dakenzee (lit. [[roofs]N sea]N ‘sea of roofs’) 

  b. beterschap (lit. [[better]A-hood]N ‘recovery from illness’) 

                                                
9 Note that certain infinitives may occur in the non-head as well as in the head position inside complex words. 

Examples of infinitives in the non-head position are lijdensverhaal (‘passion’), etenstijd (‘dinner time’) etc., and 

those occurring in the head-position are touwtrekken (lit. rope-pulling ‘tug-of-war’), boekbinden (‘bookbinding’) 

etc. Note also that both present and past participles may feed word formation. Examples of present participles 

feeding word formation are hartverscheurend (‘heart breaking’), onnadenkend (‘unthinking’) etc., examples of 

past participles doing so are ongestuurd (‘uncontrolled’), geslotenheid (‘closedness’) etc. 
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  c. nalatenschap (lit. [[to bequeath]V-hood]N ‘inherited property’)  

  d. geslotenheid (lit. [[closed]V-ness]N ‘reticence’) 
 
Since this thesis deals with the phenomenon of plural inflection inside complex words, i.e. 

nominal plurals feeding word formation (6a), this phenomenon receives the main focus here 

and in theories to come. As illustrated by numerous examples in the previous section, noun 

plurals may seem to be input for composition (e.g. huizenrij ‘row of houses’) and derivation 

(e.g. heldendom ‘heroism’). In certain cases it is obvious that the non-heads of these complex 

words not denote plurality but a genitive case, e.g. dokters (‘doctors’) in doktersjas (‘doctor’s 

coat’). In other cases, nominal plurals acting as non-heads do have a full semantic plural 

status as they refer to a set of particular members and consequently have to be interpreted 

collectively, e.g. daken (‘roofs’) in dakenzee (‘sea of roofs’). There is much speculation on 

this notion of genuine plurality inside complex words, and it is exactly this notion that turns 

out to be the crucial element of the experimental hypothesis postulated in the next chapter.  

 In Booij (1996) the difference between contextual and inherent inflection is specified 

in syntactic rather than semantic terms. According to Booij (1996:8), “contextual inflection 

must be visible on the top node of its word, because otherwise it is invisible for the syntactic 

context. Therefore, it must be able to add its morphosyntactic features to the top node of the 

word to which it belongs.” The argument continues that inflectional features of contextual 

inflection are blocked from percolating upwards to the top node of a derived word, because 

the derivational suffix of this word is intervening (see Figure 1 below).  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Figure 1. Blocking of contextual inflection by the head 
 

This reasoning applies to compounds as well, or word formation in general for that matter, 

where contextual inflection of a non-head is blocked from percolating upward because of an 

intervening head. In contrast, inherent inflection does not need to be visible on the top node of 

its word, because its function is primarily semantic, thus assigned at D-structure, and hitherto 

not syntactically licensed. According to Booij, this is the reason why inherent inflection may 

appear in non-heads of complex words. 
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The problem with this syntactic account is that it suffers from circular reasoning. It 

states that contextual inflection cannot appear inside a non-head of a complex word because 

its features cannot percolate upwards. Then, in explaining why these features cannot percolate 

upwards, the reason given is that they are blocked by the head for the simple reason that the 

features to be percolated are contextual. Furthermore, Booij argues that the semantic features 

of inherent inflection inside complex words do not percolate upwards because of their 

inherent nature. If this is true then a semantic feature such as [+plural] of a regular plural 

morpheme inside a simple DP should also not percolate upwards. However, this would yield a 

syntactically plural DP with a semantically singular interpretation (see Figure 2 below), which 

is very unlikely.10 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2. Counterargument for Booij’s syntactic theory 

 

As shown in (6a) above, Dutch plural nouns might occur inside complex words, and 

according to Booij this is due to the syntactically and semantically independent value of the  

plural morpheme. However, regular plural morphemes might have their semantic information 

suppressed inside complex words. The following section on linking morphemes argues that 

apparent -s/-en morphemes of non-heads can, in fact, be semantically empty inside complex 

words, i.e. semantic features of these morphemes becoming vacuous upon complex word 

formation. In that scenario, it is not that these features do not percolate up the syntactic tree, 

rather they are vacuous upon percolation. Booij’s theory, however, does not account for 

semantically empty inherent inflection. In fact, the theory would break down upon 

encountering it, because the semantic autonomy of an inherent morpheme cannot be 

established when it is semantically empty, and as a result no distinction with contextual 

inflection can be made. 

                                                
10 I would like to thank Bill Philip for pointing this out to me. 
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2.2 Linking Morphemes 

Linking morphemes are those morphemes that are inserted a.o. between the non-head and the 

head of a complex word to create a grammatically, morphologically and prosodically correct 

word. Dutch contains several linking morphemes of which -s and -en are the most productive. 

These linking morphemes are homophonous with the regular plural suffixes, but semantically 

they are different since they do not denote plurality.  

Te Winkel’s monograph (1873) is one of the first accounts that extensively discusses 

linking morphemes in Dutch. According to this account the existence of the linking 

morpheme -s inside Dutch complex words is: (i) to demarcate a genitive case, (ii) to 

demarcate plurality, or (iii) for ‘euphonious’ purposes. With respect to (iii), te Winkel (p.180) 

states:  
 

(7) “De dubbele s, en evenzoo sz, is moeilijk uit te spreken, en klinkt onaangenaam 
achter een liquida, l, m, n of r, voorafgegaan door eene toonloze e; d.i. juist 
achter die substantieven, die hun meervoud doorgaans met s vormen. De 
woorden op -el, -em, -en en -er behouden daarom … den enkelvoudigen vorm, 
ook waar de betekenis die van het meervoud zou vereischen …” 

 
(‘The double s, and also sz, is difficult to pronounce, and sounds disagreeable 
after a liquid l, m, n or r preceded by a schwa, i.e. exactly those nouns that 
pluralise with s. Therefore, words ending in -el, -em, -en and -er maintain their 
singular appearance, even in those cases where the meaning calls for a plural.’) 

 

A linking -s hardly ever functions as a plural marker inside Dutch complex words, rather it 

indicates a genitive, or is inserted to facilitate pronunciation. Te Winkel mentions 

officiersvereniging (‘officer society’) as an exception to the rule mentioned above, because 

the -ier suffix allows a plural marker -s to be suffixed to the non-head despite its -er ending. 

However, te Winkel does not mention that the -s morpheme can also be interpreted as a 

genitive in this case, or other similar cases such as kruidenierszaak (‘grocer’s shop’), 

juwelierswinkel (‘jeweller’s shop’) etc., where it is obvious that the non-heads of these 

compounds are not noun plurals. Although quite productive, the linking -s is encountered less 

frequently than the linking -en in Dutch complex words. 

Te Winkel claims that the linking -(e)n appears: (i) to signify a weak genitive, (ii) to 

signify plurality, (iii) after an adjective, (iv) after a verb, or (v) for ‘euphonious’ purposes. 

Again, the second function of this linking morpheme is highlighted for the purpose of creating 

a theory on plural inflection inside Dutch complex words. According to te Winkel (p.160): 
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(8) “… samenstellingen, eigenlijke zowel als koppelingen, wier eerste lid 
noodwendig als de aanduiding eener veelheid moet opgevat worden, in 
twijfelachtige gevallen den meervoudsvorm vereischen, dat wil zeggen, achter 
de toonloze e eene n als teken van het meervoud moeten hebben.” 
 
(‘… compounds, as well as affixations, whose first constituent denotes quantity 
and necessarily has to be interpreted that way, or in doubtful cases demand a 
plural appearance, should have an n after the schwa to signify plurality.’) 

 

Thus, upon complex word formation non-head nouns ending in a schwa should be suffixed 

with an -(e)n linking morpheme when the interpretation of the non-head calls for plurality; 

even when in doubt of this interpretation of plurality, the -(e)n linking morpheme makes its 

appearance.11 This rule was adopted for more than half a century, until the committee Van 

Haeringen (Woordenlijst van de Nederlandse Taal 1954) dropped the part on uncertainty of 

plural semantics, thereby making the rule more robust.12 However, the issue of when a non-

head was thought to evoke a plural interpretation and when it did not, was still an issue most 

people could not agree upon. In order to simplify the rule the Instituut voor Nederlandse 

Lexicologie (Woordenlijst Nederlandse Taal 1995) denounced the aspect of thoughts of 

plurality, and turned the semantic issue into an orthographic one for the -en linking 

morpheme, and into a phonological one for the -s linking morpheme.13 

From 1995 onwards, the spelling rule considering linking -s inside Dutch complex 

words focuses on the perception of a sisklank (‘sibilant’) inside these words, thereby 

discarding all dealings with plural semantics. The Woordenlijst Nederlandse Taal (2000-

2009:10.1) prescribes: 
 

(9) “Als we een extra /s/ horen [italics mine] tussen twee delen van een 
samenstelling of voor een achtervoegsel, dan schrijven we die ook.”  
 
(‘If we hear [italics mine] an extra /s/ between two constituents of a compound, 
or before a suffix, then we have to write it too.’) 

 

                                                
11 For the sake of consistency the -(e)n linking morpheme is henceforth labelled -en, coinciding with the 

orthographic appearance of the regular plural morpheme marker.  
12 The Woordenlijst (van de) Nederlandse Taal is more commonly known as Het Groene Boekje (‘The Green 

Booklet’), which is a prescriptive vocabulary on the spelling of Dutch words. The government and educational 

institutions have to abide by the spelling in this booklet (also established in the Dutch spelling law). Three 

editions have been published so far (1954, 1995, 2005). 
13 Note however, that orthography can only be relevant where prescriptive grammar may change language. 
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This rule seems very straightforward. However, interregional variation in pronunciation 

between native speakers of Dutch obscures when an /s/ is perceived and has to be written, and 

when not. For example, some native speakers of Dutch say spellingprobleem (‘spelling 

problem’), while others say spellingsprobleem. The Woordenlijst Nederlandse Taal 

compromises in these instances by allowing both spellings. Another difficulty arises when the 

right-hand constituent starts with a sibilant, e.g. straat (‘street’) in stationsstraat (‘station 

street’). The question whether or not a linking -s should be adopted in these cases is relegated 

by analogy, i.e. it is decided by checking the orthography of other complex words with the 

same left-hand constituent. For example, stationsstraat adopts a linking -s because of the 

existence of stationsklok (‘station clock’), stationshal (‘station hall’), stationsgebouw (‘station 

building’) etc., but raamstraat (‘window street’) does not adopt a linking -s because of 

raamprostituee (‘window prostitute’), raamwerk (‘framework’), raamkozijn (‘window 

frame’) etc. 

However, the renewed 1995 spelling rule on when to adopt an -en linking morpheme 

inside Dutch complex words is not so straightforward as the rule on when to adopt an -s 

linking morpheme. It mainly focuses on how the left-hand constituent pluralises 

orthographically in order to determine which linking morpheme to select. The general rule, 

formulated in the Woordenlijst Nederlandse Taal (2000-2009:8.1), is: 
 

(10) “We schrijven de tussenklank als -en als het linkerdeel van de samenstelling 
een zelfstandig naamwoord is dat een meervoud heeft op -en, maar geen 
meervoud op -es. In andere gevallen schrijven we -e.” 

 
 (‘We write the linking morpheme as -en when the left-hand noun of a 

compound pluralises with -en, but not with -es. In other cases we write -e.’) 
 

This rule also applies to derived words that are suffixed with -achtig (‘-like’), -dom (‘-dom’) 

or -schap (‘-ship’). However, no -en linking morpheme is adopted when other derivational 

suffixes are involved, e.g. plaatselijk (‘local’), liefdeloos (‘loveless’) etc. Thus, when the left-

hand constituent of certain derived words or noun-noun compounds pluralises with -en only, 

the linking morpheme -en is adopted. For example, perensap (‘pear juice’) has to be written 

with an -en linking morpheme because peren is the only possible pluralisation of peer. In 

those instances where noun plurals can end in both -en and -es, e.g. lades/laden (‘drawers’), 

weides/weiden (‘pastures’), the schwa at the end of the stem functions as a linking schwa, cf. 

ladeblok (‘drawer unit’), weidebloem (‘meadow flower’).  
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However, a noun like appel (‘apple’), which has both appels and appelen as its plural, 

that is compounded with the noun sap (‘juice’), proves to be problematic for this rule. 

According to this rule the result of compounding these nouns would be *appelensap, because 

appel does have a plural appelen but not a plural *appeles. The else condition that a linking 

schwa should be inserted between the two nouns is not triggered, because the noun appel 

meets the first two conditions, i.e. having a plural ending in -en but not in -es. One could 

argue that the first two conditions in rule (10) should be read as having an exclusive rather 

than an inclusive OR relationship with each other, in order to trigger the else condition. 

Nevertheless, if this else condition were triggered, the result would still be an ungrammatical 

*appelesap. One could also argue that the condition mentioning ‘plurals ending in -es’, 

should be read as ‘plurals ending in -(e)s’, but this would still yield an ungrammatical 

*appelesap. Besides, one would figure an authority like the Woordenlijst Nederlandse Taal 

would have been aware of the consequences of omitting the parentheses in ‘-(e)s’. The only 

option left, with respect to rule (10), that explains why the nouns appel and sap have to be 

compounded as appelsap is to treat it as an exception. Note that this exception could not 

simply be attributed to lexicalisation, because appel productively compounds without a 

linking morpheme, e.g. appelworm (‘apple worm’), appelpit (‘apple stone’), appelklont 

(‘apple chunk’) etc. 

In order to deal with inconsistencies, six exception rules to rule (10) were devised.14 

These exception rules more or less account for why certain (heavily lexicalised) compounds 

do not adhere to the general rule. On the other hand, when there are six exception rules 

needed to oppose one general rule, this makes one wonder whether the general rule was 

properly formulated in the first place. With the introduction of the renewed rules on linking 

morphemes in 1995, the old rule on thought of plurality influencing the appearance of the 

linking morpheme was thought to be rooted out entirely. However, it seems the plural 

semantics issue of non-heads is still felt present inside Dutch complex words, as the 

discussion below illustrates. 

 

                                                
14 The reader is referred to Woordenlijst Nederlandse Taal (2000-2009:8.B-8.G) for this catalogue of exception 

rules. For the purposes of this thesis it suffices to mention there are more exception rules needed than a general 

rule to account for linking -en inside complex words. NB none of these exception rules are able to account for 

appelsap. 
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2.2.1 Linking Morphemes and Plural Semantics 

Schreuder et al. (1998:555) hypothesised that the presence of -en in the orthographic input 

leads to activation of plural semantics. According to their hypothesis, the left-hand member of 

compounds like boekenkast (‘book case’) are to be considered genuine plurals, because their 

semantics imply plurality for the first constituent (i.e. a case for books). Another example 

they give is bosbessensap (‘blueberry juice’), where the -en morpheme in bosbessen 

(‘blueberries’) marks plurality, since this juice is made out of several blueberries and not just 

one (already some doubts on the validity of this hypothesis are raised here because of the 

existence of kiwisap ‘kiwi juice’, sinaasappelsap ‘orange juice’ and appelsap ‘apple juice’). 

Thus, their reasoning follows the exact opposite trajectory of te Winkel’s rule (8) above, 

though the correlation remains the same. According to Schreuder et al.’s account when -en is 

encountered inside a complex word, this implies plurality. Whereas in te Winkel’s account, 

when the thought of plurality is invoked, an -en morpheme has to be adopted inside a 

complex word. 

It would appear that when the head of a noun-noun compound could function as a 

container for the modifier, the modifier appears in a plural form. More generally speaking, 

heads do not have to be containers per se, but can be any entity that semantically links to 

more than one concept of what it is the modifier denotes (henceforth the head-encompassing-

plural-modifier theory). For example, Dutch has the compound botbreuk (‘bone fracture’), 

which denotes a fracture of a single bone, but also has a compound bottenverzameling (‘bone 

collection’), which denotes a collection of several bones. However, this line of thought does 

not generalise towards -s plurals inside compounds in Dutch. For example, one speaks of 

appeloogst (‘apple harvest’) and stripwinkel (‘comic shop’) in Dutch, but not of *appelsoogst 

or *stripswinkel. Though it is very unlikely that a harvest of apples yields just one apple, or 

that a comic shop sells only one single copy of a comic book. Hence, one might argue that the 

generalisation on plural modifiers appearing inside compounds only holds for -en noun 

plurals and not for -s noun plurals.  

However, the head-encompassing-plural-modifier generalisation of -en plurals inside 

complex words is also incorrect, because it can be easily falsified on semantic grounds. 

Consider a bookcase with only one book in it, this would still be called a boekenkast (‘book 

case’) in Dutch. Even if it did not contain any book at all, this would not change the 

appearance of the modifier despite the fact that a (book) case functions as a container for 

books in general. Thus, the head-encompassing-plural-modifier theory cannot explain the 

existence of a compound like boekenkast for the real-life examples mentioned above.  
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Obviously, the plural is semantically inert in a compound like boekenkast. As noted 

before, some non-head nouns inside complex words may appear to be inflected for plurality, 

but are semantically singular [-plural] and thus only homophonous to noun plurals. In such 

cases a semantically empty linking morpheme corresponding to the phonological form of a 

regular plural marker is inserted between the non-head and the head of a complex word, i.e. -

s/-en morphemes in compounds like boekenkast (‘book case’) and kruidenierszaak (‘grocer’s 

shop) are not implying plurality, and therefore do not trigger plural NUMBER semantics for 

the non-heads. One could take this fact as indicating that Dutch has the option of ‘switching 

off’ the semantic plural NUMBER value of regular plural morphemes when they appear 

inside certain complex words, thereby degrading the status of these morphemes from full 

plural inflection to merely a linking morpheme. 

The degradation of the semantic value of plural morphemes may not always be 

apparent, but in some cases it is easy to discern when the -s morpheme functions as a linking 

morpheme. For example, when a noun that pluralises with -en (henceforth en noun) is affixed 

with an -s inside a compound, one can be certain the -s morpheme functions as a linking 

morpheme. Examples of such compounds are koningskind (‘royal child’) and dorpsidioot 

(‘village idiot’). So in these instances the modifiers are singular realisations of nouns that 

would normally take an -en morpheme upon pluralisation, but now appear to be inflected with 

a non-plural -s morpheme instead. In these examples the -s morpheme could arguably derive 

from a genitive ’s, e.g. koning’s kind (‘child of the king’) and dorp’s idioot (‘idiot of the 

village’), where the apostrophe and spacing might have been lost through time due to 

lexicalisation.15 

Finally, -en morphemes inside the non-head of noun-noun compounds may not 

actually be linking morphemes, but be part of a genuine plural, as example (6a) dakenzee 

(‘sea of roofs’) demonstrated above. However, the theory of linking morphemes demands that 

the -en morpheme is not part of the non-head but an independent element affixed to it. If 

compounding was merely a result of inserting linking morphemes between two nouns, than 

the composition of rat (id.) with eter (‘eater’) would yield *rateneter, but not ratteneter (‘rat 

eater’). This example shows that -en morphemes inside complex words are not independent. 

                                                
15 Note also that certain non-head nouns that do not pluralise with the regular -s and -en plural suffixes may take 

a linking -s inside a complex word. For example, a noun like kalf (‘calf’) that pluralises as kalveren (‘calfs’) by 

suffixing -eren, or a noun like schip (‘ship’) that pluralises as schepen (‘ships’) by changing the stem vowel, 

appears with a linking -s in the complex words kalfsragôut (‘calf stew’) and scheepswerf (‘shipyard’) 

respectively. 
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On the other hand, complex word formation with an -s as linking morpheme does seem to 

work this way, e.g. doktersjas (‘doctor’s coat’), arbeidsloos (‘free from work’) etc. Whether 

or not these morphemes belong to the stem of a non-head is the topic of the next theory. 

  

2.3 Stem Allomorphy Hypothesis 

Somewhat related to the theory of linking morphemes is Booij’s (2002a: 176-182) hypothesis 

on paradigmatic word formation by stem allomorphy, henceforth the stem allomorphy 

hypothesis. Booij argues that the so-called linking morphemes in Dutch complex words are 

part of the stem of the non-head and calls this extended stem a ‘stem-allomorph’, i.e. linking 

morphemes embedded in an alternative stem for complex word formation. The appearance of 

these stem-allomorphs look like noun plurals, but are in fact merely different versions of the 

stem. Figure 3 below illustrates the principle of the stem allomorphy hypothesis. 
 

 
Figure 3. Stem allomorphy of schaap ‘sheep’ 

 

According to Booij, the reason why stem-allomorphs take on the appearance of noun plurals 

is that the -s and -en morphemes inside these stems could historically derive from genitives. 

In Middle Dutch the -s and -en suffixes were productively used to denote a genitive inside a 

complex word, e.g. schaap-s-kop (‘sheep’s head’), her-en-huis (‘mansion’), and these may 

have become lexicalised over time. Furthermore, the introduction of the 1995 spelling rule 

that dictates that linking schwas have to be written as -en inside compounds, makes it even 

more confusing for speakers of Dutch. In these cases, the orthography might suggest the non-

head noun is a plural, though it is only an extended version of the stem.  

 Booij presents two arguments why linking -s/-en are part of the non-head, and are not 

independent linking morphemes that neither belong to the head nor to the non-head. First of 

all, the ‘linking element’ is prosodically part of the non-head, as can be seen in syllabification 
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and gapping. For example, Dutch compounds like tan.den.bor.stel (‘toothbrush’), stads.bus 

(‘local bus’), rij.tjes.huis (‘terraced house’) and derived words like voor.jaars.ach.tig (‘spring-

like’), ar.beids.loos (‘unemployed’) all show that the -s/-en morphemes are inside a syllable 

belonging to the stem. Furthermore, backward gapping shows that the -s/-en morphemes are 

not deleted when the head is ellipted in complex coordinations, e.g. ratten- en muizenplaag 

(lit. rat and mouse infestation, ‘rat infestation and mouse infestation’), and are deleted in the 

case of forward gapping of the non-head, e.g. gewichtstoename of (gewichts)-verlies (lit. weight 

gain or loss, ‘increase in weight or loss of weight’). Secondly, it is the non-head that 

determines whether an additional -s/-en morpheme is extended to the stem, and if this is the 

case, the non-head also determines which of these morphemes is embedded in the stem-

allomorph. According to Booij (2002a:180) the following generalisations may account for 

which morpheme appears in the stem-allomorph: 
 

(11) a. -e(n) can only occur after nouns that have a plural form in -en; 

 b. -s can occur after nouns with a plural in -en (regering-s-deelname ‘governments 

participation’, dorp-s-café ‘lit. village café, pub’), and after nouns without a plural 

(eeuwigheid-s-waarde ‘eternity value’); 

 c. -s is obligatory if the left constituent of the compound is a diminutive noun 

(meisje-s-jurk ‘girl’s dress’), and after nouns that denote persons and take the plural 

suffix -s (dame-s-hoed ‘lady’s hat’, dokter-s-voorschrift ‘doctor’s presciption’). 
 

There are some exceptions with respect to (11c), such as the complex words generaalschap 

(‘generalship’), moederliefde (‘maternal love’), vaderfiguur (‘father figure’), kapiteinschap 

(‘captaincy’) etc., in which additional -s morphemes are expected inside the stem-allomorphs 

of these complex words. That is, all non-head nouns in these complex words denote persons 

and are pluralised with -s. However, no -s morphemes appear upon word formation. 

Furthermore, Booij implies that from the generalisation in (11c) it follows that 

“compounds with a noun in non-head position that does not denote a human being, and takes -

s as plural suffix, will not take s as a stem extension” (p.180). However, there is plenty 

counterevidence for this, as there are certain compounds with non-human non-head nouns 

(notably animals) that pluralise with -s and do take s as a stem extension upon compounding, 

e.g. varkensgriep (‘swine flu’), egelskop (‘head of a hedgehog’), ooievaarsnest (‘stork’s 

nest’), ezelsveulen (‘donkey’s foal) etc. It seems Booij must have made a logical error in 

assuming that if non-heads nouns that pluralise in -s (A) and also denote human beings (B), 
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then the stem-allomorph always contains an extra -s at the end (C), thus ABC, that in the 

case of non-human beings (B), it then must automatically follow that no -s is extended to the 

stem-allomorph (C), thus ABC. 

Finally, Booij makes the prediction that non-head nouns that pluralise with -s do not 

take -en at the end of the stem-allomorph upon complex word formation. This seems to be 

true for a noun like varken (‘pig’), e.g. *varkenenvlees (‘pig+en+meat’), but what Booij 

seems to forget here is that there are certain Dutch nouns that can take both -s and -en as their 

plural suffix. Hence, non-head nouns like handelaar (‘dealer’), professor (id.), ambtenaar 

(‘civil servant’), that pluralise with both -s and -en, can have stem-allomorphs ending in -en 

upon compounding: handelarengedrag (‘dealer’s behaviour’), professorenbestaan (lit. 

professor’s existence, ‘a professor’s life’), ambtenarentaal (lit. civil servant’s language, 

‘officialese’) respectively. However, this incomplete prediction can easily be remedied by 

changing it into: native Dutch non-head nouns that pluralise with -s only cannot have -en at 

the end of the stem-allomorphs upon complex word formation. 

Although, the stem allomorphy hypothesis –just like the theory on linking 

morphemes– is capable of accounting for -s/-en morphemes inside complex words, it may not 

do so for the right reasons. According to the stem allomorphy hypothesis, plural non-head 

nouns with plural NUMBER semantics are merely interpreted as stem-allomorphs that do not 

trigger plural NUMBER semantics. If such plural non-heads are not acknowledged 

semantically, then there would not exist any plural inflection inside Dutch complex words at 

all. Consequently, there would be no need for Booij’s other theory on inherent and contextual 

inflection either, since every apparent suffix could be attributed to stem allomorphy. 

 

2.4 Sets-of-subsets Model  

According to Verkuyl (2007) the appearance of a plural noun inside Dutch compounds can be 

explained by a syntactic-semantic model in which interpretation domains are collapsed by sets 

operating on sets of sets, henceforth sets-of-subsets model. Unlike the theories on linking 

morphemes and stem allomorphy, this model takes NUMBER semantics into account. Hence, 

it is able to explain why regular plural inflection, and not just semantically empty morphemes, 

appear inside Dutch complex words. However, it does not account for all types of regular 

plural inflection, as the discussion below shows. Figure 4 below illustrates how Verkuyl’s 

sets-of-subsets model works. 
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Figure 4. Analysis of een mooie bijenkorf ('a beautiful beehive'). Adopted from Verkuyl (2007:463) 

 
In Figure 4, the operations on the compound bijenkorf (the dotted square) are taking 

place inside the lexicon. Verkuyl argues a SPEC position is needed to contain NUMBER 

information, but since this is not directly available a DET[0] node has to generalise bij (‘bee’) 

over all interpretation domains by means of an inflection PL, thereby uniting subsets of 

models. Consequently, PL removes all structure and hence bijenkorf (‘beehive’) can be 

applied to all interpretation models, even to those in which only one bee –or no bees at all– 

are inside or around the beehive. In other words, the union of subsets collapses specific series 

of interpretation models into one general model for bijenkorf, in which the plural inflection 

PL denotes all possible interpretation models, and not the individual members of the set of 

bijen (‘bees’) in a specific model. This collapsing of different interpretation models into one 

set is responsible for a generic reading of the non-head noun of a complex word.  

However, as hinted above, Verkuyl’s sets-of-subsets model is only capable of 

explaining one particular kind of regular plural inflection inside complex words. That is, this 

model only explains why non-head nouns with a generic reading may appear inside 

compounds, e.g. boeken (‘books’) in boekenkast (‘rat eater’), but it does not explain why non-

head nouns with a collective reading may also appear inside complex words, e.g. daken 

(‘roofs’) in dakenzee (‘sea of roofs’). In the latter, non-head nouns do not merely signify a 

collapsed set of different interpretation models, but rather one particular interpretation model 

in which a particular set of individual objects is denoted. The theory proposed in the next 

chapter attempts to account for both types of regular plural inflection inside complex words.  
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Chapter 3: The Collective-versus-generic-interpretation Theory 

The theories discussed in the previous chapter all seem to encounter one or more problems in 

accounting for all types of regular plural inflection inside Dutch complex words. In this 

section a new theory  is proposed, based on some of the elements of the theories discussed 

above. The pivotal idea is that there should be a cue of some sort that determines whether the 

non-head is a genuine noun plural with full plural (i.e. [+plural]) NUMBER semantics, or 

merely appears to be so. As the literature review has demonstrated this cue cannot be of an 

orthographic, morphological or phonological nature, but has to have a semantic character. In 

the case of complex words with non-heads that appear to be noun plurals ending in -s, one 

can be brief. These non-heads (almost) never denote plurality. The -s morpheme in these 

complex words are strictly: (i) functioning as a genitive linker, (ii) inserted for euphonious 

purposes, or (iii) morphologically obligatory in the case of diminutive non-head nouns.16 The 

real issue at hand is whether the -en morpheme inside a non-head noun of a complex word 

denotes plurality.  

It can be difficult to establish whether an -en morpheme at the end of a non-head 

implies plurality or not. For example, a noun-noun compound like dakenzee (‘sea of roofs’) 

contains a plural non-head daken (‘roofs’) and a head zee (‘sea’), and not a stem dak suffixed 

with a linking morpheme -en and a head zee, or a stem-allomorph daken with [-plural] 

NUMBER semantics. The suffix of the non-head daken in this compound has a full [+plural] 

NUMBER status because the head zee calls for a collective interpretation of the non-head, i.e. 

there would not be a sea of roofs if there were just one roof or no roofs in it (cf. head-

encompassing-plural-modifier theory). However, the explanation of the interpretation of 

boekenkast (‘book case’) in section 2.2.1 (p. 27) mentioned that this reasoning cannot be true 

and that as a consequence boeken, as well as daken, should be interpreted as non-head nouns 

that do not denote plurality. So why should daken have a [+plural] NUMBER status and 

boeken a seemingly [-plural] NUMBER status in the compounds dakenzee and boekenkast 

respectively?  

                                                
16 In the last case, it could be argued -s denotes plurality in the non-heads bolletjes (‘little spots’) or koekjes 

(‘cookies’) of compounds like bolletjestrui (‘spotted jersey’), koekjesmonster (‘cookie monster’) respectively. 

On the other hand, the compound rijtjeshuis (‘terraced house’) does not contain a plural non-head rijtjes 

(‘rows’), because this compound denotes a particular house that is located in only one row of houses, and 

certainly cannot be located in several rows of houses. In this case, -s clearly functions as a linking morpheme. 
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The answer to this question comes from semantic differences in the readings of the 

non-head. In the compound dakenzee, the non-head daken can only refer to a particular set of 

roofs, i.e. to all individual members that make up this set. In case of boekenkast, the non-head 

boeken does not have to refer to a particular set of books, but could refer to books in general, 

i.e. to members that do not have to be part of a particular set. Thus, in dakenzee the non-head 

noun plural has a collective reading, whereas in boekenkast the non-head noun plural has a 

generic reading. Most of the non-head noun plurals that appear inside Dutch complex words 

have a generic reading, e.g. fietsenmaker (‘bicycle repairman’), muizenvanger (lit. mouse 

catcher, ‘mouser’), hondenliefhebber (‘dog lover’), platenspeler (‘record player’), heldendom 

(‘heroism’), ploertendom (‘cadism’), boekenachtig (‘booklike’), heldenachtig (‘herolike’)  

etc. Note that the heads of these compounds are all verbal nouns, and that the heads of the 

derived words are the derivational suffixes -dom (‘-dom’) and -achtig (‘-like’).  As the 

discussion below shows, it is indeed the head that determines the reading of the non-head.  

Many types of head nouns, and some derivational suffixes, allow for a generic 

interpretation of the non-head plural inside Dutch complex words. However, this is not the 

case for those complex words that contain a non-head plural with a collective reading. It 

seems the heads of these complex words usually have to denote some sort of container, e.g. 

huizenrij (lit. houses row, ‘row of houses’), huizenblok (lit. houses block, ‘block of houses’), 

dakenzee (lit. roofs sea, ‘sea of roofs’) etc.17 However, the generic interpretation of 

boekenkast (‘book case’) in which kast (‘case’) functions as a container falsifies this claim. 

Moreover, the noun zee (‘sea’) is not usually interpreted as a container because of its vast 

dimensions. An alternative would be to state that only ‘collective’ head nouns determine the 

collective reading of the non-head noun. In terms of semantic features, this means that certain 

head nouns connoting a collective interpretation receive a [+collective] feature, which they 

can pass on to the non-head plural inside a compound. 

It is important to note that in this theory the non-heads of compounds like boekenkast 

and dakenzee derive from noun plurals with [+plural] NUMBER status; i.e. boeken and daken 

as bare nouns both denote plurality. It is only upon the generic reading of a complex word 

that this [+plural] NUMBER status of the non-head noun is suppressed, whereas it is not in 

the collective reading. Note also that suppressing the [+plural] NUMBER status of a non-head 

noun does not automatically entail that the regular plural suffix -en of this non-head noun 

                                                
17 Note that the English translations of these compounds are of-phrases containing a regularly plural inflected 

noun. Note also that there are no derived words with a collective non-head plural. 
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receives a [-plural] NUMBER status. If that was the case, the stem allomorphy hypothesis 

would have been sufficient in accounting for this phenomenon. It is just that the generic 

reading suppresses the [+plural] NUMBER status of the non-head noun by being more 

influential (cf. constraint ranking in an OT framework).  

So semantically, it would be more accurate to label the entire non-head noun as either 

[+collective/-generic] or [-collective/+generic] in a collective or generic reading respectively, 

whereas the plural suffixes of these non-head nouns maintain a [+plural] feature. Henceforth, 

the features [+collective] or [+generic] will be adopted to indicate what type of regular plural 

inflection appears inside the complex word. The theory described here is dubbed the 

collective-versus-generic interpretation theory and is illustrated in Figure 5 below. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
Figure 5. Collective-versus-generic interpretation theory 

 
In analogy to Verkuyl’s (2007) sets-of-subsets model, the NUMBER information that 

needs to be contacted upon interpretation is stored inside a specifier node. However, unlike 

Verkuyl, NUMBER information is stored directly in the SPEC position of the left noun inside 

a coordinated noun, and not under a recursively iterated DET[0]. The reason for this is that 

the left-hand noun determines directly which plural morpheme is adopted inside a complex 

word. This modification has some ramifications for the lexical-syntactic structure, as can be 

seen in Figures 6 and 7 below. 

   Regular plural inflection 
inside Dutch complex words 

 
 
 
   stem + plural marker:  stem + plural marker: 

e.g. dak + en   e.g. boek + en  
 

[+plural]    [+plural] 
 

non-head + head:  non-head + head 
e.g. daken + zee  e.g. boeken + kast 

 
[+collective]   [+generic] 
 
word formation:  word formation: 
e.g. dakenzee   e.g. boekenkast     
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Figure 6. Lexical-syntactic model of de boekenkast       Figure 7. Lexical-syntactic model of de dakenzee 
 

Figure 6 shows that the head of the compound contains a [+generic] feature. This 

feature is generated in the SPEC position of the right N, and percolates up the syntactic tree. It 

is through c-command that the non-head learns the specific reading it indirectly receives from 

its head. Consequently, the suppression of the [+plural] feature of the non-head could be 

interpreted as this percolated [+generic] feature of the head having a stronger influence on the 

non-head than the [+plural] feature of the non-head, perhaps even replacing it. On the other 

hand, the percolated [+collective] feature of the head in Figure 7 does not suppress the 

[+plural] feature of the non-head in the compound dakenzee because both denote the same 

[+plural] NUMBER semantics.  

A general template illustrating the head-dependent reading of a non-head in a 

compound is [XY]Y where XY is a kind of Y with some relation to X, not vice versa, and this 

X receives its semantic features from Y through Y. The pseudo-semantic notation in (12) 

below shows how this template is translated into the existential and universal quantifier 

theory, where a semantic feature (SEM) of the head Y operates on the non-head X, taking it 

as an argument. 

 
(12) Y[Y is a complex word[Y[Y is a head & SEM[Y]( X[X is a non-head])]]] 

 

How the head Y receives its semantic features is merely an issue of lexical semantics, i.e. 

certain words of the lexicon are linked to specific features.18 The human processor learns the 

many different relationships between semantic features and lexical items upon language 

acquisition and arranges these in a compositional fashion in the mental lexicon (cf. 

componential analysis). 

 

                                                
18 The reader is referred to http://celex.mpi.nl/help/dlemmas.html for an ontology of semantic features of Dutch 

nouns. 

de

[+plural] boeken

N

[+generic] kast

N

N [+generic]

NP [+generic]
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[+plural] daken

N

[+collective] zee

N

N [+collective]

NP [+collective]
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3.1 Hypothesis and Predictions 

According to the theoretical framework this investigation started out with (C&C 2007, 2008), 

no modifiers with plural NUMBER semantics may appear inside a compound. This is indeed 

the case in Dutch if the -en or -s morphemes function as semantically empty linking 

morphemes, or if they are embedded in stem-allomorphs. On the other hand, if these 

morphemes do trigger plural NUMBER semantics, this would mean C&C’s framework 

cannot account for certain Dutch data.  

The hypothesis that follows from the collective-versus-generic-interpretation theory is 

that Dutch has a different plural modifier parameter setting inside complex words than 

English, that allows it to suppress the plural NUMBER semantics associated with regular 

plural morphemes. It is hypothesised that plural NUMBER semantics of an apparent plural 

inflection inside Dutch compounds is suppressed if the non-head is a noun plural with a 

generic reading. Consequently, this will satisfy C&C’s Semantic Constraint vacuously. This 

line of reasoning is also applied to plural inflection inside derived words, where the 

hypothesis is that plural NUMBER semantics of non-head noun plurals with a generic reading 

are suppressed inside derived words. In this case, no violations of C&C’s Structure and 

Category Constraint are triggered. In contrast, according to the collective-versus-generic-

interpretation theory, plural inflection of collective non-heads does constitute plural 

NUMBER semantics, and will result in the violation of all three constraints mentioned.  

An offline experiment was conducted to test whether plural NUMBER semantics are 

suppressed or not inside Dutch complex words. In this experiment, native speakers of Dutch 

were asked to give their acceptability judgements on words in which plural NUMBER 

semantics are expected to be triggered always (i.e. in bare noun plurals) and where they are 

expected not to be triggered (i.e. generic plurals inside complex words). In this experiment, 

half of the base nouns that typically take an -en plural suffix upon pluralisation (en nouns) 

where incorrectly inflected with an -s plural suffix instead, and vice versa (more details on 

this experiment in the next chapter).  

The underlying assumption here is that it will be harder to process an ungrammatically 

pluralised noun when it is used to refer to a set of objects (i.e. in bare noun plurals) than when 

it is not used to refer to a set of objects (i.e. in generic non-head noun plurals inside complex 

words). This is a plausible assumption since to verify a sentence containing a reference to a 

set of objects one must check each of those objects to see whether they do or do not have 

some property, but one does not need to check each of those particular objects to verify a 
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sentence that does not refer to any set of particular objects.19 The word ‘sentence’ here can 

easily be substituted for the word ‘noun’ to corroborate that an ungrammatically pluralised 

bare noun is harder to process than an ungrammatically pluralised generic non-head noun 

inside a complex word. Example sentences (13) and (14) below illustrate this assumption. 
 

(13) a. Johannes heeft vijftig schapen op zijn weiland.  [en noun + en morpheme] 

b. Johannes heeft vijftig *schaaps op zijn weiland.  [en noun + s morpheme] 

(‘Johannes has fifty sheep on his pasture.’) 
 

(14) a. Johannes is al schapenhoeder vanaf zijn tiende.  [en noun + en morpheme] 

b. Johannes is al *?schaapshoeder vanaf zijn tiende.  [en noun + s morpheme] 

(‘Johannes has been a shepherd since he was ten.’) 
 

The prediction is that when bare nouns are suffixed with the wrong regular plural 

morpheme (13b), the incorrectness of the chosen plural morpheme will be more salient than 

when this occurs in generic non-head nouns inside complex words (14b). The reason for this 

is that in (13b) plural NUMBER semantics cannot be switched off, and thus particular objects 

in a set are checked. On the other hand, apparent inflection of a generic non-head inside a 

complex word (14b) suppresses plural NUMBER semantics, thereby dropping the need to 

look for particular objects in a set. One could say regular plural suffixes of bare nouns have a 

salient [+plural] feature that cannot be set to a less salient [-plural] feature, whereas this 

changing of plural status to [-plural] upon incorrect suffixation is not noticed inside complex 

words with a generic non-head, because the plural NUMBER semantics were already 

repressed in the first place. Thus, on theoretical grounds, a significant difference in 

acceptability is expected between an incorrectly suffixed (semantically active) regular plural 

morpheme after a bare noun and an incorrectly suffixed (semantically inert) regular plural 

morpheme in a generic non-head inside a complex word. 

 

                                                
19 This logical line of argument was contributed by Bill Philip (July 2009) upon personal communication. 
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Chapter 4: Experiment on Morphological Processing in Dutch 

Previous findings in experiments on plural inflection inside English complex words revealed 

that English native speakers (C&C 2007, 2008) prefer irregular plurals above regular plurals 

inside English complex words, and also prefer singulars above any type of plural inside these 

words. However, as discussed in chapter 2, the opposite seems to be true for Dutch, since 

regular plurals are encountered frequently inside Dutch compounds and derived words. In 

order to test if regular plural inflection is permitted inside Dutch complex words because of 

suppressed plural NUMBER semantics, the following offline experiment was conducted.  

 

4.1 Participants 

The participants of this experiment were 80 undergraduate students and 2 senior lecturers (age 

range: 18-65, mean age: 24.4, 45 female). All participants were native speakers of Dutch and 

had received a high level of pre-university education (VWO, gymnasium, HBO). The 

undergraduate students were selected from three large groups of (part-time) first-year students 

of either the linguistics or the English department at Utrecht University. The senior lecturers 

were also affiliated to these departments. 

 

4.2 Design and Materials 

The experiment set out to measure the mean acceptability judgements of native speakers of 

Dutch about sentences containing words with correct and incorrect regular plural suffixes. 

The correct and incorrect regular plural morphemes were suffixed to bare nouns and non-head 

nouns inside Dutch compounds and derived words. 

In order to compare the mean acceptability judgement scores across all relevant 

conditions, a noun type (2) * regular plural morpheme (2) * word type (3) design was 

adopted. The set of noun types consisted of s nouns and en nouns, the regular plural 

morphemes were -s and -en, and the three word types were bare nouns (B), compounds (C) 

and derived words (D). The twelve conditions this design renders are shown in Table 7 below. 
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Table 7. Experimental conditions of the noun type (2)*regular plural morpheme (2)*word type (3) design. 

 Condition Noun type  Morpheme  Position 
Bare nouns B1 en noun + -s  end of noun 
 B2 en noun + -en  end of noun 
 B3 s noun + -s  end of noun 
 B4 s noun + -en  end of noun 
Compounds C1 en noun + -s  end of modifier 
 C2 en noun + -en  end of modifier 
 C3 s noun + -s  end of modifier 
 C4 s noun + -en  end of modifier 
Derived words D1 en noun + -s  end of non-head 
 D2 en noun + -en  end of non-head 
 D3 s noun + -s  end of non-head 
 D4 s noun + -en  end of non-head 

 

The native speaker’s acceptability judgements were measured by means of an Acceptability 

Judgement Task (AJT). This consisted of 36 test items (3 trials of each condition listed above) 

and 24 filler items. All items were presented in a context sentence that made clear the 

intended meaning of the target inflected noun, and all satisfied felicity conditions. The base 

nouns of the test items were lexically unambiguous and controlled for frequency, number of 

letters and syllables, as these have proved to influence processing costs in previous 

experiments (see C&C 2007, 2008 and Schutter 2009). Independent samples t-tests revealed 

there were no significant differences in mean word frequency (t(34)=.086, p=.932), mean 

number of letters (t(34)=-.536, p=.596) and mean number of syllables (t(34)=1.204, p=.237) 

between the different base noun type items adopted in this experiment.20  

Half of the base noun items belongs to the semantic category of animals, whereas the 

other half belongs to the semantic category of professions. The former were compounded with 

either eter (‘eater’) or houder (‘keeper’) and suffixed with either -loos (‘-less’) or -vrij (‘-

free’), the latter were compounded with either opleiding (‘training’) or centrum (‘centre’) and 

suffixed with either -schap (‘-ship’) or -dom (‘-dom’); thereby assuring that all possible 

combinations upon complex word formation yielded non-heads with a generic reading.21 The 

number of -en plurals and -s plurals in the bare nouns as well as in the non-heads of the 

complex words were counterbalanced.  

In certain contexts, the -en morpheme after bare nouns, or after non-head nouns inside 

Dutch complex words, might trigger a verbal rather than a nominal interpretation. That is, 

when (non-head) nouns that normally take an -s morpheme upon pluralisation are pluralised 
                                                
20 See Appendix A for frequencies and length of base noun items. 
21 See Appendix B for all test items and filler items. 
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with an incorrect -en morpheme, the newly created word has the characteristics of a novel 

infinitive since -en can be interpreted as an infinitive marker. For example, when the noun 

karper (‘carp’) is suffixed with -en to form the novel verb karperen (‘to carp’), this new word 

could be interpreted as a fishing pastime where fishermen only fish after carps (cf. Dutch 

stofzuigeren ‘to hoover’ which is a grammatically correct alternative to stofzuigen ‘to hoover’ 

based on the noun stofzuiger ‘hoover’). To avoid such ambiguities the critical items in this 

experiment were presented in a context sentence where -en suffixed nouns took up a position 

where the presence of a verb was prohibited by syntax (i.e. in A position). Some examples of 

how items of different conditions were presented to the participant are shown in (15) below. 
 

(15) a.  Het dierenpark staat bekend om de vele zwijns die er los rondlopen.   

(‘The animal park is well-known for its free-ranging boars.’) [Cond. B1] 

b. De eendenhouder van Oegstgeest staat er om bekend meer dan twintig eenden 

in zijn achtertuin te hebben.       

(‘The duck keeper of Oegstgeest is well-known for having more than twenty 

ducks in his back garden.’)       [Cond. C2] 

c. Onze vijver is volledig kikkersvrij gemaakt door de reigers uit de buurt. 

(‘Our pond has been made completely frogfree by the herons from the 

neighbourhood.’)         [Cond. D3] 

 

4.3 Procedure 

Sixty sentences (containing 36 experimental items and 24 filler items) were presented to the 

participants as a written AJT. It was pseudo-randomised, so that no experimental items from 

the same condition appeared adjacent to each other.22 Participants rated the acceptability of 

the underlined word in each test sentence on a Likert scale ranging from 1 (highly 

unacceptable) to 7 (highly acceptable). Participants were given 5-10 minutes to fill in the AJT 

in a controlled classroom environment. 

 

4.4 Results 

Table 8 shows the mean acceptability judgement scores (standard deviations in parentheses) 

of the participants for each experimental condition. 

                                                
22 See Appendix C for the entire Acceptability Judgement Task. 
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Table 8. Mean acceptability judgements on a scale from 1 (highly unacceptable) to 7 (highly acceptable). 

# Description Mean scores (SD) 
 Bare nouns (B)  

B1 en nouns suffixed with -s  1.46    (0.85) 
B2 en nouns suffixed with -en  6.68    (0.89) 
B3 s nouns suffixed with -s  6.83    (0.73) 
B4 s nouns suffixed with -en  1.37    (0.83) 

 Compounds (C)  
C1 left-hand en nouns suffixed with -s 2.33    (1.14) 
C2 left-hand en nouns suffixed with -en 6.07    (0.94) 
C3 left-hand s nouns suffixed with -s 5.32    (1.28) 
C4 left-hand s nouns suffixed with -en 1.65    (0.98) 

 Derived words (D)  
D1 en nouns suffixed with -s and followed by a derivational suffix 1.83    (1.13) 
D2 en nouns suffixed with -en and followed by a derivational suffix 4.42    (1.48) 
D3 s nouns suffixed with -s and followed by a derivational suffix 3.57    (1.23) 
D4 s nouns suffixed with -en and followed by a derivational suffix 1.96    (1.06) 
 

At first glance the judgement scores do not seem to suggest any significant differences in 

acceptability between incorrect plural morphemes in bare nouns and inside complex words 

(conditions B1 vs C1 vs D1 and B4 vs C4 vs D4). However, a three-way repeated measures 

ANOVA with noun type, regular plural morpheme and word type as within-subject factors 

reveals a significant main effect of word type (F1(2,162)=123.48, p<.001; F2(2,24)=11.68, 

p<.001), a significant noun type * inflection interaction (F1(1,81)=1051.38, p<.001; 

F2(1,24)=334.04, p<.001) and a significant noun type * inflection * word type interaction 

(F1(2,162)=259.76, p<.001; F2(2,36)=21.25, p<.001).  

The main effect of word type is carried by the bare noun word type, where the highest 

mean acceptability judgement scores for nouns suffixed with the correct plural morpheme, 

and the lowest scores for nouns suffixed with the incorrect plural morpheme, were observed 

amongst all word types. Moreover, the standard deviations of the mean scores in this word 

type show that the participants’ acceptability judgements were more consistent for bare noun 

word types than in the conditions of other word types. In order to investigate the nature of the 

interactions mentioned above, follow-up t-tests were conducted in the participants analysis 

(i.e. participants as between-subjects factor). These t-tests show that there are significant 

differences in acceptability between incorrectly suffixed bare nouns and incorrectly suffixed 

generic non-head nouns inside complex words, as was predicted by the experimental 

hypothesis postulated in the previous chapter. Paired samples t-tests show that bare en nouns 

suffixed with -s (condition B1) are preferred significantly less (t(81)=-7.43, p<.001) than en 

noun modifiers suffixed with -s inside compounds (condition C1). Likewise, they are also 
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preferred significantly less (t(81)=-3.57, p=.001) than en non-head nouns suffixed with -s 

inside derived words (condition D1). The juxtaposed suffixation incongruity where s nouns 

are suffixed with -en shows the same pattern of acceptability. That is, bare s nouns suffixed 

with -en (condition B4) are considered significantly less acceptable (t(81)=-3.83, p<.001) than 

s noun modifiers suffixed with -en inside compounds (condition C4). Similarly, they are also 

accepted significantly less (t(81)=-5.57, p<.001) than s non-head nouns suffixed with -en 

inside derived words (condition D4). Figure 8 below illustrates the differences in acceptability 

judgements across conditions. 
 

 
Figure 8. Mean acceptability judgements across conditions 

 

Figure 8 also clearly illustrates that correct regular plural morphemes inside 

compounds and derived words are considered less acceptable than when they are suffixed 

onto bare nouns (B2>C2>D2 and B3>C3>D3). Though, unlike English, they are still 

considered to be grammatically acceptable, as all mean acceptability judgement scores are  

above 50% (cf. English scores were below 41% in C&C 2007, 2008). Furthermore, it should 

be noted that correct regular plural morphemes inside compounds are considered significantly 

more acceptable than when they appear inside derived words (t(81)=8.88, p<.001 and 
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t(81)=11.36, p<.001 for en nouns and s nouns respectively). Categorising the mean 

acceptability judgement scores according to word type reveals other patterns as well. For bare 

nouns an increasing preference for morphemes among the conditioned items ranges from 

B4<B1<B2<B3, where this is slightly different for compounds (C4<C1<C3<C2) and derived 

words (D1<D4<D3<D2). The main point being that in complex words -en morphemes are 

preferred above -s morphemes, where this is the opposite for bare nouns. Interestingly, s noun 

modifiers suffixed with -en inside compounds (condition C4) are considered significantly less 

acceptable (t(81)=5.863, p<.001) than en noun modifiers suffixed with -s inside compounds 

(condition C1). Note that this is not significant for bare nouns (B1-B4: t(81)=1.519, p=.133) 

and derived words (D1-D4: t(81)=-1.151, p=.253). 

A close examination of the item analysis (i.e. items as between-subjects factor) 

revealed there was a significant difference between the test items within condition D3, despite 

careful selection of these items in the design phase. In this condition, s non-head nouns were 

suffixed with -s inside derived words, yielding: kikkersvrij (lit. frog+s+free, ‘free of frogs’), 

vlindersvrij (lit. butterfly+s+free, ‘free of butterflies’) and varkensvrij (lit. pig+s+free, ‘free of 

pigs’). The mean acceptability judgement scores (with standard deviations in parentheses) of 

these items were respectively: 2.54 (1.60), 2.47 (1.66) and 5.68 (1.85). A paired samples t-test 

shows that varkensvrij is preferred significantly more than kikkersvrij (t(81)=-13.014, p<.001) 

and vlindersvrij (t(81)=-12.275, p<.001). This outlier affects the mean acceptability 

judgement score of condition D3 considerably, and should be taken into consideration in 

interpreting the data. 

Finally, as one would expect with nouns that are suffixed incorrectly –whether be it 

inside compounds, derived words or merely in bare nouns–, these are considered less 

acceptable than correctly suffixed nouns inside the word types mentioned. The low mean 

acceptability judgement scores in this experiment indicate that native speakers of Dutch 

consider these constructions ungrammatical. However, the statistical analyses on the data 

show that the incorrect morphemes inside complex words are considered to be more 

acceptable than when they occur in bare nouns. 

 

4.5 Discussion 

The results of the experiment confirm that the predictions made by the collective-versus-

generic-interpretation theory are borne out, as the incorrect suffixations of generic non-head 

nouns with incorrect regular plural morphemes were considered less ungrammatical than the 
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incorrect suffixations on bare nouns. Without further stipulations none of the theories 

discussed in chapter 2 can account for this observation. In accounting for this observation, the 

issue whether or not plural NUMBER semantics of regular plural morphemes is suppressed is 

crucial. 

As noted briefly in the results section, en noun modifiers suffixed with -s inside 

compounds (condition C1) are accepted significantly more than s noun modifiers suffixed 

with -en inside compounds (condition C4). The experimental hypothesis did not make any 

particular prediction about this. However, it can be explained by the fact that the -s morpheme 

is highly productive as a linker in complex words, thereby surpassing the issue of plural 

NUMBER semantics inside compounds. For example, the -s morpheme could function as a 

genitive linker in order to assert a possessive relationship between the left-hand and right-

hand constituents in compounds. An illustration of this is the Dutch compound schaapskooi 

(‘sheep fold’), which has an en noun (schapen) that is suffixed with an -s upon composition 

with a noun kooi (‘cage’). The compound schaapskooi could be interpreted as a sort of 

truncated, lexicalised version of schaap’s kooi (lit. sheep’s cage) Thus, the modifier schaap is 

suffixed with an -s to mark possession, because the cage is intended to contain sheep. This 

line of reasoning would explain why C1 compounds (*muzikantscentrum 

‘musician+s+centre’, *fotograafscentrum ‘photographer+s+centre’, *spionscentrum 

‘spy+s+centre’) were considered significantly more acceptable than C4 compounds 

(*ekstereneter ‘magpie+en+eater’, *tijgereneter ‘tiger+en+eater’, *krekeleneter 

‘cricket+en+eater’), because in the C4 compounds the -en morphemes cannot function as a 

linker. This also implies that -s morphemes are more productive as non-plural -s linkers inside 

Dutch compounds than -en morphemes functioning as plural suffixes inside Dutch 

compounds. As a matter of fact, almost all -s morphemes after non-head nouns in complex 

words do not denote plurality, as argued in the previous chapters. These morphemes usually 

only function as linkers, either for phonological purposes or to denote genitive case. It is only 

in the case of  -s suffixation to diminutive non-head nouns that this might denote plurality of a 

non-head noun inside a complex word. 

Another possibly contributing factor why s noun modifiers inside compounds do not 

prefer -en suffixes is prosodic saliency: suffixing a modifier with -s does not alter the 

rhythmic pattern of this modifier, whereas it does with -en because an extra syllable is added 

to the modifier. Inserting an extra syllable to an s noun modifier that already ends in a 

trochaic pattern (in the C4 compounds these are: ekster, tijger, krekel), breaks up the common 

trochaic pattern of modifiers inside compounds that Dutch seems to strive for. To a Dutch ear, 
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a non-trochaic modifier or non-head inside a complex word sounds odd, and as a result might 

be judged less acceptable. 

A further comparison between the acceptability judgements of conditions C2/C3 and 

D2/D3 revealed a significant difference in acceptability between regularly suffixed plural 

noun modifiers inside compounds and regularly suffixed plural non-head nouns inside derived 

words. Though both are considered grammatically correct, the experimental data shows that 

regularly suffixed plurals inside derived words are considered less natural than inside 

compounds. This difference would have been even greater if it were not for the outlier 

varkensvrij in condition D3, which raises the mean acceptability judgement of regularly 

suffixed s noun plurals inside derived words considerably. A possible explanation why 

varkensvrij is considered more natural than the other elements of condition D3 (vlindersvrij 

and kikkersvrij) is that the string varkens is encountered very frequently inside Dutch complex 

words, e.g. varkenspest (‘swine fever’), varkensgriep (‘swine flu’), varkensvlees (‘pork’), 

varkensgehakt (‘minced pork’), varkensfilet (‘tenderloin’) etc. Van Dale (2009) mentions 26 

entries of complex words with varken(s) as non-head, but only 3 entries for vlinder(s) and 1 

for kikker(s) as non-head.23 Although this experiment controlled for frequency of bare nouns, 

it did not oversee the issue of frequency of non-head nouns inside complex words. 

An explanation why regular plural suffixes inside compounds is considered more 

natural than inside derived words comes from prosody and semantics. Some Dutch 

derivational suffixes do not form a prosodic word of their own, but have to form a symbioses 

with the base noun they attach to in order to form a prosodic word overall. Examples of such 

cohering suffixes in Dutch are -ig in gretig (‘eager’), -ing in koeling (‘cooling’), -lijk in 

hartelijk (‘hearty’) etc. Moreover, the head in derived words (i.e. the derivational suffix) 

cannot be evaluated properly without the non-head. It is practically meaningless on its own 

and therefore has to attach to a non-head in order to obtain a semantic value, whereas in noun-

noun compounds the head can be interpreted freely without the need for a non-head. 

According to the Woordenlijst Nederlandse Taal (2000-2009:8.B), plural -en suffixes might 

occasionally appear between the non-head and derivational suffix in derived words ending in 

-achtig (‘-like’), -dom (‘-dom’) or -schap (‘-ship’). In all other cases, the insertion of a plural 

suffix in non-heads inside derived words would break up the unity between the derivational 

suffix and non-head, and certainly be more salient. This restriction on plural suffixes inside 

                                                
23 However, note that all entries with varken(s) as non-head are compounds, thus thereby raising the odds of 

higher acceptability scores of -s plurals inside compounds as well. 
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derived words would explain the lower acceptability judgement scores on plural suffixes 

inside derived words than inside compounds. 

 In sum, regular plural morphemes inside Dutch complex words are not that 

uncommon, but when an incorrect regular plural morpheme is suffixed in this context, 

acceptability judgements drop (as to be expected). However, the acceptability judgement 

scores elicited in this experiment did not drop as drastically for incorrectly suffixed non-head 

nouns inside complex words as they did for incorrectly suffixed bare nouns. This experiment 

confirmed that the reason for this is that the incorrect suffixation is less salient inside complex 

words, because the status of [+plural] NUMBER semantics associated with regular plural 

morphemes is already repressed in generic non-head nouns inside complex words in the first 

place. 
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Chapter 5: Conclusion 

After a critical review of the literature on the productivity of plural inflection in bare nouns 

and regular plural inflection inside Dutch complex words, this study presented a new theory 

to account for the latter phenomenon. The lexical-semantic theory proposed –dubbed the 

collective-versus-generic-interpretation theory– was empirically tested by means of an offline 

experiment on native speakers’ acceptability judgements of incorrect suffixations of the 

wrong regular plural morpheme on bare nouns and non-head nouns inside Dutch complex 

words. The data elicited showed that the predictions on native speaker acceptability 

judgements with respect to incorrectly suffixed bare nouns and non-head nouns are borne out. 

Though, still considered ungrammatical, the latter are preferred above the former.  

The explanation for this observation is that [+plural] NUMBER semantics are 

repressed in plural suffixes of generic non-head nouns inside complex words, whereas this is 

not the case in plural suffixes appearing at the end of bare nouns. Consequently, substitution 

of an incorrect regular plural morpheme for a correct one inside complex words would not 

trigger a noticeable difference in plural NUMBER semantics. Although incorrect plural 

suffixation renders a [-plural] NUMBER semantics status for the non-head, this is not noticed 

because the [+plural] NUMBER semantics status was already suppressed because of the 

generic reading of the non-head assigned to it by its head. In bare nouns a substitution of the 

correct regular plural morphemes for the incorrect ones results in a change from a [+plural] 

NUMBER state into a [-plural] NUMBER state. It is this change of NUMBER state that 

draws the attention to the incorrectness of the suffixation, thereby yielding significantly lower 

acceptability judgements than in the case of the less salient incorrect plural suffixation in 

generic non-heads inside complex words. 

In general, regular noun plurals appear significantly more often inside Dutch complex 

words than inside English complex words (cf. C&C 2007, 2008). In English, regular non-head 

noun plurals hardly ever appear inside complex words at all. Although, in certain English 

complex words, non-head nouns with a collective plural reading may occur, e.g. parks 

commissioner, buildings inspector. However, English does not permit non-head nouns with a 

generic plural reading inside complex words. In this case, it suffices with a singular non-head 

noun instead (cf. English ‘rat eater’ vs Dutch ratteneter). This may well explain why Dutch 

allows for many more instances of regular noun plurals inside complex words than English. It 

seems Dutch has a different plural non-head parameter setting than English, that allows plural 

NUMBER semantics (suppressed or not) to appear more often inside complex words. This 
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study has shown that this parameter setting is of a semantic nature, and is influenced by the 

reading of the non-head noun. The implication here is that Universal Grammar contains a 

parameter setting for allowing generic plural non-head nouns inside complex words, and one 

for allowing collective plural non-head nouns inside complex words. In Dutch, the settings for 

both parameters are set to a Boolean True value, whereas for English the first parameter is set 

to False and the latter to True. 

 

5.1 Implications 

This study investigated the appearance of plural inflection inside Dutch complex words and 

concluded that when non-head nouns are to be interpreted generically, plural NUMBER 

semantics are suppressed in non-head -en noun plurals inside Dutch complex words. This 

implies that when -en noun plurals are to be interpreted collectively inside Dutch complex 

words, these do trigger [+plural] NUMBER semantics. Subsequently, the morphological 

constraints on plurals inside complex words proposed by C&C (2007, 2008) are violated in 

the latter case, but not in the former. Hence, it seems the Semantic Constraint, that prohibits 

non-heads triggering plural NUMBER semantics to appear inside complex words, is too strict 

to allow for all types of regular plural inflection inside Dutch complex words, and therefore 

should be replaced by a more lenient constraint.  

The lexical-semantic approach adopted in this study, in which semantic features of the 

head determine the weight of plural NUMBER semantics in regularly plural inflected non-

heads, provides a new direction that could be pursued by others. The implementation of these 

lexical-semantic features as constraints in an OT framework seems to be the logical next step 

for the future. Due to its simplicity this approach can be adopted in both left-branching as 

well as right-branching languages. However, it should be noted that exocentric compounds 

might pose a problem to the ranking of constraints, as neither the left-hand nor the right-hand 

constituents in these compounds are dominant. 

 

5.2 Recommendations for Further Research 

Several different versions of Acceptability Judgement Tasks were passed in review, before 

settling with the one presented in Appendix C. Considering the time and willingness it would 

take for participants to cooperate in the offline AJT, the previous versions were altered and 

reduced resulting in an AJT of 60 items (of which 24 filler items). However, more test items 
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would certainly increase the reliability between test items, and subsequently would also 

increase the robustness of the generalisations made. 

Upon increasing the number of items, it is recommended to add diminutive nouns to 

the critical item set. In this study diminutive nouns were not tested, but it would be interesting 

to test whether diminutive non-head nouns suffixed with -s inside complex words trigger 

[+plural] NUMBER semantics. In compounds like koekjesmonster (‘cookie monster’), it 

could be argued the non-head noun denotes a plural with a generic reading. Whereas in a 

compound like rijtjeshuis (‘terraced house’) it clearly does not. Moreover, more variety in the 

semantic classes of non-heads nouns and head nouns (in compounds), would test the influence 

of semantic features on the reading of plurals inside complex words. This study did not look 

at abstract (non-)heads, nor at inanimate ones, but these do show up inside complex words as 

the following examples show: e.g. belangenverstrengeling (‘conflict of interest’), banenmarkt 

(‘job fair’), beurzenstelsel (‘scholarship system’) etc. It would be of importance to see to what 

extent [-concrete] and [-animate] features of (non-)heads influence the reading of non-head 

plurals inside complex words to check whether plural NUMBER semantics is triggered upon 

encountering them inside complex words. Adding nouns of these two semantic classes to the 

item set would certainly improve the internal validity of the experimental design, and 

consequently provide a sound basis for drawing conclusions on semantic class rules and 

analogies of semantic features in Dutch morphological processing. 

Another modification to the experiment, that would test the collective-versus-generic-

interpretation theory more thoroughly, is to include complex words with a non-head noun 

plural denoting a collective interpretation, e.g. compounds like dakenzee (lit. roofs sea, ‘sea of 

roofs’), huizenrij (lit. houses row, ‘row of houses’), huizenblok (lit. houses block, ‘block of 

houses’) etc. In this manner the modified experiment would not only test whether plural 

NUMBER semantics are repressed inside Dutch compounds, but it would also test whether 

plural NUMBER semantics are triggered inside Dutch compounds, and subsequently test 

whether incorrect suffixation of these non-heads with a wrong plural morpheme would yield 

the same acceptability judgements as those on incorrect suffixations of bare nouns. 

The morphological constraint on plural NUMBER semantics inside complex words 

was tested offline in this study. However, this constraint could be tested online in an eye-

tracking experiment, where the critical items are presented in context paragraphs to the 

participants. Different reading times of the participants should be measured, focussing on first 

fixation, first pass and regression path duration. According to the collective-versus-generic-

interpretation theory, bare noun plurals incorrectly suffixed with the wrong regular plural 
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morpheme are harder to process than incorrect suffixations of generic non-head nouns inside 

complex words. This would be reflected in the reading times, where participants would fixate 

longer, and regress more often, on the former scenario than in the latter. It should be noted 

that one has to control for word-length, i.e. present incorrectly suffixed bare nouns of the 

same length as incorrectly suffixed non-heads including their heads. This would yield long 

bare nouns and short non-head nouns. 

Finally, the experiment in this study could be replicated in a language other than 

Dutch or English. It is to be expected that testing the appearance of regular plural inflection 

inside German complex words yields the same results as in Dutch. At first glance, this seems 

to be the case indeed, e.g. the Dutch compound ratteneter (‘rat eater’) is translated as 

Rattenesser in German, with a regular plural inflection inside the compound. From a 

typological perspective, it would be more interesting to examine the behaviour of plural 

inflection inside complex words in non-Germanic languages. A replication of the results of 

this study for non-Germanic languages would be the first step in formulating a typological 

generalisation on plural NUMBER semantics in morphological processing of plural inflection 

inside complex words. 
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Appendix A: Frequencies and Length of Base Nouns Used 

 

 en noun types Freq* Lett Syll s noun types Freq* Lett Syll 

1 zwijn/zwijnen 3 7 2 egel/egels 1 5 2 

2 beer/beren 4 5 2 kever/kevers 1 6 2 

3 gier/gieren 5 6 2 bever/bevers 1 6 2 

4 leeuw/leeuwen 7 7 2 ekster/eksters 2 7 2 

5 slang/slangen 8 7 2 tijger/tijgers 2 7 2 

6 eend/eenden 10 6 2 krekel/krekels 3 7 2 

7 duif/duiven 11 6 2 kikker/kikkers 4 7 2 

8 kip/kippen 14 6 2 vlinder/vlinders 5 8 2 

9 rat/ratten 16 6 2 varken/varkens 11 7 2 

10 tolk/tolken 1 6 2 vertaler/vertalers 1 9 3 

11 atleet/atleten 2 7 3 zanger/zangers 2 7 2 

12 chirurg/chirurgen 2 9 3 danser/dansers 3 7 2 

13 muzikant/muzikanten 3 10 4 generaal/generaals 6 9 3 

14 fotograaf/fotografen 3 10 4 psychiater/psychiaters 7 11 4 

15 spion/spionnen 4 8 3 rechter/rechters 8 8 2 

16 artiest/artiesten 4 9 3 bewaker/bewakers 12 8 3 

17 advocaat/advocaten 8 9 4 kunstenaar/kunstenaars 19 11 3 

18 docent/docenten 12 8 3 auteur/auteurs 26 7 2 

 Average 6,50 7,33 2,61   6,33 7,61 2,33 

* Frequency measured in occurrences in a million (WebCELEX 2001: http://celex.mpi.nl).   
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Appendix B: Items Categorised according to Condition 

 

Test items 

# Condition Test items (3 trials) 

B1 en noun + -s +  zwijns, beers, giers 

B2 en noun + -en +  tolken, atleten, chirurgen 

B3 s noun + -s +  egels, kevers, bevers 

B4 s noun + -en +  vertaleren, zangeren, danseren 

C1 en noun + -s + head muzikantscentrum, fotograafscentrum, spionscentrum 

C2 en noun + -en + head leeuwenhouder, slangenhouder, eendenhouder 

C3 s noun + -s + head generaalsopleiding, psychiatersopleiding, rechtersopleiding 

C4 s noun + -en + head ekstereneter, tijgereneter, krekeleneter 

D1 en noun + -s + suffix duifsloos, kipsloos, ratsloos 

D2 en noun + -en + suffix artiestenschap, advocatenschap, docentenschap 

D3 s noun + -s + suffix kikkersvrij, vlindersvrij, varkensvrij 

D4 s noun + -en + suffix bewakerendom, kunstenarendom, auteurendom 

 

 

Filler items 

# Condition Filler items (6 trials) 

01 correct tense inflections ik overschatte, zij bevestigde, zij bewonderden, ik 

vertelde, jullie organiseerden, hij verrichtte 

02 incorrect tense inflections ik verslaapte, jij gedraagde, zij hadden gekrijgt, ik 

besluipte, zij had gezorgt, wij hadden gezwijgt 

03 correct adjective inflections de vergeelde bladzijde, de ongetrouwde man, mijn 

verlopen rijbewijs, de koperen ketel, haar ijzeren 

hangslot, een onbewoond huis 

04 incorrect adjective(-comparative) 

inflections 

het achtergestalligde onderhoud, haar 

vertrouwenste bezit, zijn overbespande racket, zijn 

verdriedubbelste loon, het gefruitste toetje, de 

bebronsten katten 
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Appendix C: Dutch Acceptability Judgement Task 

 
Naam: 
 
Leeftijd: 
 
Geslacht: 
 
Hoogst genoten opleiding: 
 
Dit is een experiment over taalintuïties van moedertaalsprekers van het Nederlands m.b.t. 
bepaalde woordstructuren. In het Nederlands kun je nieuwe woorden maken door 
zogenaamde voor- of achtervoegsels aan een bestaand woord toe te voegen of de betekenis 
van een woord iets veranderen door een verbuiging toe te voegen. Zo kun je het woord 
FILEVRIJ maken door het achtervoegsel -VRIJ achter FILE te plakken, of een actie in het 
verleden laten plaatsvinden door -TE/-DE achter een regelmatig werkwoord te plaatsen.   
Andere voorbeelden van complex samengestelde woorden zijn:  ONT+DOEN, 
HAND+SCHOEN+EN, VER+HINDER+DE, UIT+GEVER+IJ etc. Met behulp van dergelijke 
voegsels kunnen vele nieuwe woorden gemaakt worden, maar niet alle uitkomsten klinken 
even natuurlijk. 
 
In de nu volgende enquête wordt van je verlangd dat je een cijfer geeft hoe natuurlijk je de 
onderstreepte woorden in onderstaande zinnen vindt klinken. Je dient je mening uit te drukken 
op een continue schaal van 1 tot 7, waar 1 staat voor ‘klinkt zeer onnatuurlijk’ en 7 voor 
‘klinkt zeer natuurlijk’ (hoe hoger het cijfer, hoe natuurlijker je het vindt klinken). Vul je 
cijfers in de rechterkolom in. De eerste drie zinnen zijn bij wijze van voorbeeld al 
voorgedaan. 
 
DE RESULTATEN UIT DEZE ENQUÊTE WORDEN ALLEEN GEBRUIKT VOOR MIJN SCRIPTIE. 
PROEFPERSONEN WORDEN NIET BIJ NAAM GENOEMD. 
 

A Ik zou zijn haarkleur omschrijven als een roodachtige kleur. 7 

B Hij vertelde haar over zijn verdrinkte achterneef. 1 

C 
Bakker Kok zegt dat zijn croissants ovenheerlijk gebakken worden volgens 

een geheim recept. 
5 

1 
De door de zon vergeelde bladzijde toont aan dat Robert maar niet opschiet 

met lezen. 
 

2 Het dierenpark staat bekend om de vele zwijns die er los rondlopen.  

3 
Aangezien Piet de enige ongetrouwde man uit het gezelschap is, reist hij vaak 

alleen terug naar huis. 
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4 Deze week is het muzikantscentrum voor senioren feestelijk geopend.  

5 
Ik geloof dat ik haar prestaties overschatte toen ik haar vertelde dat ze kon 

doorstromen van HAVO naar VWO. 
 

6 

Naar aanleiding van de vele klachten over vogelpoep op het marktplein, 

probeert de gemeente het plein nu duifsloos te krijgen door een voederverbod 

in te stellen. 

 

7 
Volgens Karel is het bewakerendom alleen weggelegd voor hen die genoeg 

hebben aan vier uur slaap of minder per dag. 
 

8 
Een stoet van egels doorkruiste onze tuin op het moment dat we de vuurkorf 

aanstaken. 
 

9 Ondanks het afgaan van de wekker verslaapte ik me opnieuw vanochtend.  

10 
Barend was altijd al gefascineerd door wilde dieren. Nu is hij sinds twee 

maanden leeuwenhouder van een safaripark in Afrika. 
 

11 
Tijdens de kerstviering vertelde ik mijn oom zo’n goede grap dat hij bijna 

stikte van het lachen. 
 

12 
Bij ons prestigieuze vertaalbureau zijn de meeste vertaleren beëdigd om 

juridische documenten te mogen vertalen. 
 

13 
Julia klaagt steen en been over haar huisbaas. Het achtergestalligde onderhoud 

heeft zich enorm opgehoopt de laatste tijd. 
 

14 
Na het winnen van de talentenjacht viel het artiestenschap hem beduidend 

zwaarder dan hij dacht dat het zou zijn. 
 

15 
Alleen de allerbeste tolken schoppen het zo ver dat ze hun beroep mogen 

uitoefenen voor de NAVO. 
 

16 Claudia’s verlovingsring is haar vertrouwenste bezit aller tijden.  

17 
De kat van de buren is een echte ekstereneter want het eet geen andere 

vogelsoorten. 
 

18 Iedereen vond dat je je gedraagde als een kind toen Mariëlle je de deur wees.  
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19 
Maria heeft een nieuwe pasfoto nodig. Ik vertelde haar dat je in het nieuwe 

fotograafscentrum er een kunt laten maken voor maar vijf euro. 
 

20 
Volgens Federer was zijn overbespande racket de reden voor zijn verloren 

tenniswedstrijd. 
 

21 
Boer Harmsen was compleet kipsloos geworden na het uitbreken van de 

vogelgriep. 
 

22 
Het Prins Bernhard Cultuurfonds maakt het kunstenarendom van vele jonge 

talenten mogelijk. 
 

23 Er heerst een overschot aan chirurgen in het Diaconessen ziekenhuis.  

24 
Wat voor cadeaus zij allemaal voor hun verjaardag gekrijgt hadden wil ik 

graag weten. 
 

25 
Het Amerikaanse leger gaat een speciale generaalsopleiding opzetten in hun 

oorlog tegen internationaal terrorisme. 
 

26 
De directeur wist niet meer of er een afspraak gemaakt was. Bij navraag  

bevestigde zijn secretaresse de afspraak. 
 

27 
De getrainde danseren van het Scapino ballet wisten er weer een mooie show 

van te maken. 
 

28 Onze vijver is volledig kikkersvrij gemaakt door de reigers uit de buurt.  

29 Bij de politiecontrole bezorgde mijn verlopen rijbewijs me een flinke boete.  

30 
Toen Janny te horen kreeg dat je in de Rocky Mountains woeste beers tegen 

het lijf kan lopen, veranderde ze snel van mening over wildkamperen. 
 

31 Tijdens het watergevecht besluipte ik mijn prooi met een tuinslang.  

32 De nieuwe psychiatersopleiding van het GGZ is een groot succes.  

33 
Het kinderboek was naar mijn mening iets te eng voor kinderen. Toen de grote 

tijgereneter zijn verschijning maakte, besloot ik te stoppen met voorlezen. 
 

34 
De druïde heeft nog een paar maretakken nodig voor zijn toverdrank. 

Ondertussen zit de koperen ketel al wel tot de nok toe vol met vlierbessen. 
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35 
De geschiedenis heeft vele beroemde spionnen gekend. Om deze te gedenken 

is er een speciaal spionscentrum in Aken gebouwd. 
 

36 
Hij heeft er jaren hard voor moeten werken, maar zijn langverwachte 

auteurendom is dan toch werkelijkheid geworden met deze publicatie. 
 

37 
Ik hoop dat Michael ooit zijn verdriedubbelste loon krijgt wanneer hij weer 

een rotstreek levert. 
 

38 Onze composthoop wordt bevolkt door kevers en andere insecten.  

39 
Om het advocatenschap op je te kunnen nemen moet je wel nog slagen voor 

het examen. 
 

40 
Voor Vaderdag had de kleine Eline helemaal alleen voor een ontbijt op bed 

gezorgt. 
 

41 
De mannelijke zangeren van het kerkkoor waren geveld door 

voedselvergiftiging. 
 

42 
Sarah vond alleen nog maar haar ijzeren hangslot terug op de plaats waar haar 

fiets gestaan had. 
 

43 
We moeten de ongediertebestrijder inschakelen om de kelder ratsloos te 

krijgen. 
 

44 De verschillende feestcommissies organiseerden een gezamenlijk feest.  

45 
De Nederlandse atleten waren bloednerveus bij aanvang van de Olympische 

Spelen. 
 

46 
Het ecosysteem is zodanig bedreigd dat het niet lang meer duurt voordat de 

lentes vlindersvrij zullen worden. 
 

47 Het gefruitste toetje dat ik ooit gegeten heb, was in Italië.  

48 
De beruchte slangenhouder uit Breda moest voor de rechter komen omdat hij 

bedreigde diersoorten verwaarloosd heeft. 
 

49 Wij hadden gezwijgt als het graf.  

50 
In China is het niet zo vreemd om insecten te eten. De eerste keer dat wij een 

krekeleneter zagen, moesten we toch wel even slikken. 
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51 Het bleek dat hij de hellingproef verkeerd verrichtte.  

52 
In 1988 waren er opnieuw bevers uitgezet in de Biesbosch, nadat deze 

diersoort hier voor het laatst in 1825 rondwaarde. 
 

53 
De geluidsoverlast werd veroorzaakt door krakers in een onbewoond huis aan 

de Dorpsstraat. 
 

54 
Er bestaat een speciale verkorte rechtersopleiding om kinderrechter te kunnen 

worden. 
 

55 
Hanna zegt dat het docentenschap elke dag weer nieuwe verrassingen voor 

haar in petto heeft. 
 

56 Marja’s lievelingsstandbeelden zijn de bebronsten katten van Caïro.  

57 
De eendenhouder van Oegstgeest staat er om bekend meer dan twintig eenden 

in zijn achtertuin te hebben. 
 

58 Vanuit hun veilige heenkomen bewonderden zij het uiteenspattende vuurwerk.  

59 
Toen de grote aaseters klaar waren met het karkas, cirkelde een zestal giers 

omlaag om de restjes te eten. 
 

60 
Nadat de varkenspest hier uitgebroken was, is dit gebied grotendeels 

varkensvrij gebleven. 
 

 
HARTELIJK DANK VOOR HET INVULLEN! 

 

 

 


